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PREFACE 

The ·.essay has al~ays fascinated me by the oppor- · 

tuni ty it' offers for the expressi,on of personal opin-

ion •. Accordingly, when I came. to select a su'bj ect far· 

a thesis. I was attracted to this field1 whi.ch is so ex-

tensive that I have been obliged to confine myself to 

one phase. Personal preference agc:in infl uenc~d me 

and ~ selected the s,ocial note in the American essay 

from 1900 to 1915. Al though there are many essays on 

socia'l problems in other lands, I have found it neces-

sary to narrow my subject still farther by consider-

ing only those essays bearing directly. on the social 

life .in the· United States either through national or 

universal relations. To illustrate my principle, I 

have omitted studies of life in Germany but included 

studies of German militarism when related to the pol-

icy .of the United States. By virtue of their applica-

tion to all~people I haye devoted considerable space 

to a discussion of the problems of capital and labor, 



of wax and peace, of education and kindred subjects. 

In so doing I have attempted to point out the various 

lines of interest and to show a few of the tendencies~ 

:My observations a.re based on approximately three 

hundred and fifty essays which I have read for the pur-

pose of this paper. Some have been issued in book form. 

Others.have appeared in magazines. I have used the At-

lantic Monthl.Y., most exj'ensively, but I have also r·ead 

essays in~ Qentury, The Ind·e .. pendent, ~ Outlook,_ 

Harper ts Weekl;y:, Everybody's, ~ .HousekeeJ?ing, .£2!..:. 
lier•s, ~World's·~, and~ Review E.f.. Reviews. 

In the appendix I have placed an alphabetical 

list of the essays read and also one of the essay-

ists. 

In brief, the plan of my thesis is this: to give 

a short introductory sketch of the essay and its place 

in American letters, and then to proceed to a discus-· 

sion of the outstanding questions of the day.· I have 

divided the real body of my thesis into t\vo par ts, . the 

first dealing with questions primarily of national in-

terest and the second with those of universal import-

ance. In the conclusion I have tried to show.some:of 
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the underlying factors which have directly influenced 

the attitude of American essayists. 
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THE SOCIAL':, NOTE IN THE AMERICAN ESSAY 

WITH REFERENCE TO A!IJERICAN LIFE 

(,1900-1915) 

' ' 

INTRODUCTION 

12 

Since the days of Montaigne the essay has furnish-

ed an opportunity for delightful relaxation from tech-

nical exactness o.n the part of the authors and from 

painful attention/on the part of the reader. A light, 

half-whimsical, personal touch has been.regarded as 

the distinguishing feature of the essay and has led\ 

men like.Edmund Gosse to define it as 0 a form of lit-

~rature which deals in ·an easy, cursory way· with the 

external conditions of a subject and, in strictness, 

with that subject. only as it affects the writer. 0 Mr. 

Gosse adds further: nrt should always be the brief 

and. light result of experience and profound medi ta-

t ion.'' on the· basis of Mr •. Gosse's definition many 

essays here included would not be recognized as such 
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but· other au~hor i ties, not so decidedly 1 i ter ary, 
give a broader definition. ~International Ency-

13 

·cl'ope·dia. l:ecognizes ~eve.ral types, namely,' the per-

sbnal (just defined); the didactic, "an interesting 

popularizer of knowledge;" and the type which in-
cludes et~ical or social teachings, didactic. in a 

spiritual sense, inspirational, perhaps. 
I • 

Mr. Gosse thought that the essay might die of 

exhaustion of. interest or that it might survive in 

~he mod:tfie4 fo:rm of accidental~ journalism. Undoubt-

edly the journalistic essay is rap'idly increasing 

in importance and occupying a relatively larger 

place than it.has done heretofore. Particularly is 

this true of the essay which deals with questions 

of sociological import. The tendency is toward con-

crete illustration from contemporary American life 

and a discussion of general problems with a speci- · 

fie application to t·he United States. As a result 

many of the essays upon which this study is based 

a.re not literary in the strictest sense of the 

term, for the though,t is almost invariably the 

primary object. The literary style, ho'wever, is 

generally excellent. 
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A new type· of essay seems to be appearing. Not 

personal,in the old sense, it frequently gives the 

personal. opinion of. th~ author; not strictly journal-
r 

istic, it deals with questions brought forward by 

current events;: not' professedly literary, it is char-

acterized by a good straightforward style. The dis-

tinction between this type of essay and the special 

article is rather difficult in some instances but 

the essay ~as a .certain reflective quality and a 

breadth ,which th.e other does not possess. The essay 

has a permanent intere~t, the special .article a pass-

ing one. However, 1.the l.ine is not alway.s distinct, 

and has not been vigorously drawn in this study. This 

new type of essay, perhap~ Mr. Gosse's "modified form 

of accidental journalism," is invaluable to the read-

ing public of the United States. It may be a vital 

factor in forming public opinion for it' furnishes an 

opportunity for thoughtful but informal discussion of. 

various matters of genuine importance. Q,uestions of 

civic reform, of international law, of militarism, 

of education, may be appre:priately discussed by men 

whose opinions are valuable but who have neither 
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time nor preparation for an e.xhausti ve treatment of 

their subjects. On the other hand, the essay may be a 

brief popular treatment, of an intricate probl1em by an 

e~p~rt, but in~ended for the general reader. In either 

case the thought is the centre of interest and is im-

porta.nt in i tsel_f. Here lies the value of the e·ssay 

and here lies the guarantee of its future•.-A vast ma-

jority of the essays which are serious if not profound 
I \ ', •' ' 

discussions of life in its social relations, belong 

to this type of essay •. 

In this brief introduction, the essay has been 

defined, . and the appearance of a ·new type . suggest.ed.·:~ 

We are now rea.dy to proceed to a discussion of the 

problems of this thesis. 



P.ART I 

PROBLEMS. NATIONAL IN SCOPE 

\ 
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CHAPTER I 

THE AMERICANS: CHARACTERISTICS AND IDEALS 

The·Anierican people, as we of the United States 
r' 

are known to call ourselves, have developed with.sur-

prising rapidity. In less than a hundred and fifty 

years we have ris'en from a group of rebellious colo-

nies ~-o a world power. Much of this development must 

be ascribed to the peculiarly favorable· geographic 

and economic features of the country, but more to 

the endlll:'ance and idealism of our forefathers. Our 

citizens have come from all parts of Europe but the 

Anglo-Saxon strain dominates our racial stock. Part-

ly on account of our extensive territory and p~tly 

on account of our numerous immigrants some doubt 

has been expressed as to whether. we may .develop a 

racial type distinctly American in its physical and 

mental· traits. The study· of the American people with 
\.. 
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the purpose of discovering their peculiar character-

istics, has been a productive field for the essayists. 

The majority of them seem agreed that there is an Am-

erican type and devote themselves to a presentation of 

its characteristics. 
-

What is this American type and how did it develop? 

We must go back to the stern Puritan Fathers in whose 

eyes the fear of the Lord was foremost and the way of 

righteousness the only path for mankind. Henry Van 
1 

Dyke, in company with others, points back to these peo-

ple with their New England consciences, as the ones 

who originally stamped our nation with a high ideal 

of duty and h.onor. It is generally recognized that the 

majority of the immigrants also, particularly in the 

past, have qome to work out their ideals and in them 

the·.Americans have been blessed with a people o~ great 
2 

moral strength and integrity. Frederick J •. Turner 

1. Es~~.!!! Application 

2. The Significance of the Frontier in Amer-- ...,........,_,..........._ - ............... 
~ History 
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em:phasizes the \importance of the front'ier in shaping 

.Anlerican life. Through it, foreign races were welded 

together; through it, institutions were made demo-

cratic, for class distinctions were virtually im-

possible where everyone had a chance to be independent. 

So much for the historical development of the American 

type •. 

What are the peculiar characteristics of this 

American? In~ American As lli1 !J!, Nicholas Murray 

Butler describes. the citizen of _the United States in 

two ways; as apart from his government .and as a poli-

tical type. He asserts that the American as a politi-

cal type is distinct. The unity of views about funda-

mental questions of government is peculiarly char-

acteristic and remarkable, for owing to the size of 

the country and to the numerous units of government, 

most of the 'problems are inevitably intricate. This 

solidarity. President Butler ascribes to the pr~om

inance of the Anglo-Saxon strain, to constant 'inter-

state migration, to extensive interstate commerce, 
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and to the federal constitution. He g?eS fUrther when 

he says that unity is still more firmly established by 
~ 

the fact that the Presid~nt and the Supreme Court are 

the direct representatives of the people as a whole. 

Through these infl uenc_e s, the typical American citizen~ 

however he may have opposed a policy before its adop-

tion, acquiesces in the will of the majority and may 

even help in carrying out a program ·he previously fought. 

This willingness to 1iel~ o~eis i~dividual preference 
is One of· the fact·ors making for the cooperation which 

President Butler describes. Under the ot~er head, ~ 

American AECU:.Y. ~ !!!.!! Government 1 the author gives a 
rather gratifying picture. He, the citizen of the 

United States, is vigorous, industrio~s, self-reliant, 

entirely confident of his own ability to succeed. He is 

trustworthy in business. He is Christian. He is actuated 

by idealism,· however. much that may seern to be buried be-

neath a materialistic attitude. But the picture is not 

all (>right. The American does not have enough respect 

for the law, and this weakening of the law-abiding spirit 
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is a menace to our civilization. 

While most of the essayists· agree on the virtues of 

the new American, there is a great· diversity:'. of opinion 
. . ' 3 . 

as· to his w~akn~sses. H. D. Sedgwick, Jr., ·for ,instance, 

depl oFes the intensity of our devotion to· industry •. To it, . 

he feels, we· are giving too much of our vital -.energy •. 

Our lives are so cente'red about it ·that ow judgment is 

warped. We shrink ·from. looking facts squarely in the face. 
\. ' 

We are weakly sentimental, for 1 we ar'e unwilling to ack-

nowledge. the true posi tiort that ~we hold. I.nstead, 'we 
lillll our idealistic theories while we repudiate them by 

cling by word of mouth tof\ our ~eeds. We deceive our eel ves · 

into believing that we do wisely and honestly things 

which are absolutely inconsistent· with righteousness. 

· None are so blind as· those who will '-not see, and this 
. l1 

''l 

is the explanation of_ our snug self-sati sfac.tion. We .. 

live without thinking. rrhe solution, if_ we are to sur-

vive as a noble people, is to stop our mad rush long 

en~ugh to work out a philosophy of life and to disci-

pline ourselves by attempting to apply it. Such, in 

3.· Certain Aspects o.!_ America; Atlantic 

Monthly, vol. XC, 
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considerable detail, is Mr. Sedgwick's position. It ' 4 
is typical of others. Samuel McCord Crothers humor• 

ously yet truly ;suggests .that people have a tendency 

to ignore facts in. favor of "logical" or pleasant be-

liefs by some such evasion. as "humanly speaking." 

Thu~ ~e ascribes to human nature the weakness which 

rvrr. Sedgwick censures in the . .American people. 

The American love for vainglory and publicity is 

another source of anxiety to the thinkers of our land. 

In an interesting little essay; Publicomania, Henry 

· Van Dyke shows that in American society there is a 

.regretable desire to come before the public eye. The 
.) 

passion for newspaper mention, the eagerness to at-. 

· tract attention~ the willingness to sacrifice com-

fort and well-being to make an impress'ion,. are ten"'." 

dencies which threaten to undermine our' sense of pro-

portion and C?ur scale of :values. They are the fore-

runners of ·a .loss of mo.ral stamina and (must be check-

ed if-we are to real~ze our ambition and preserve a 

4. Humanly Speakinf?i· 
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national life based on idealism. Closely akin to 

this "publicoman'ia" is our craving for change, for 
~ 5 

fashion. Mary Moss in Machine ~ Human Beings 

sees our i~dividuality being crushed _out. we are 

growing woefully alike. We are contented to h:ave 

·only the latest--~not the best---in styles, in 

drama, in literature.- Our passion for being up to 

date and abreast of the times has become excess-

ive. We are losing in personality---we are becom-

ing "machin·e .made human beings. 11 She thinks that 

our hope lies in the immigrants, who possess the. 

valuable qu~lities of .liking things for their in-

trinsic worth and of forming their independent 

judgments~ She i,s not alone in this analysis of 

one of our weaknesses. Henry.Van Dyke,· Thomas 

Wentworth Higginson, H. n·;··· Sedgwick Jr., Agnes 

Repplier, all indicate that the American lacks the 

poise and discerning judgment he should have. rrhere 

is a corisci~usness that all is not well; that, in 
. . . \ 

) 

5. Atlantic Mq_nthly, vol. XCIV, p. 264. 
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' f.-' 
spite of our phenom1nal industrial development, in 

spite of our celebrated _educational. aspirations, in 

spite of· our high sounding humanitarianism, we fall 

far t.oo '.short in the application of. oux doctrines to 

our lives and satisfy o~elves·with husks, not sub-

stanoe. 

But this discontent is really the pr~mise of 

the future and the very essayists who give utterance 

to .their fears are neverthele-ss optimistic for the 

future. With delightful humor Mr. Crothers suggests 

that just now we are thrown off our balance by the 

increase in our social obligations and therefore need. 

"a receivership" while re-arranging our affairs. Back 

of the whimsical ,suggestion is a real truth. The·· real-

ization of man's duty to society, the conception of 

social· justice, of applied Christianity, have all 

raised our ideals a.nd standards more rapidly than we 

have been able to improve our enviroment and ·methods. 

It is this situation whicl;. has justified our fait..}l in 

the future, ·and in this faith we find the ideals of 

our nation embodied. 
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Could we realize all the expe9tations of the 

essayists, the United States would become the real 

Utopia.for the world. Culture in America will be dis-
6 

tinctive, .prophesied Benjamin Ide Wheeler. It will 

be universal~ not the possession of the few. It will 

be democratic, not aristocratic. It will, exist, not 

for i t·s·el-fc;sbut.~::foll humanity.· The cultured Americans 

wiil have become "not knower s only, but doers of the 
G 

doctrine. 11 Barrett Wendell in Liberty:, Union, .fil!Si 
Democracy find~ in the past the peculiar elements 

Which have grounded our nation on idealism. Alone 

of recorded nations, ours has sprung from unhampered 

growth into established historical tradition of pre-

revolutionary idealism• The heritage of our past, 

with its examples of heroism and righteousness is 

rich· enough to inspire us with a determination to 

keep our record unblemished. 

\ 

6. A National ~ .£!. Culture;. Atlantic 

.Monthl_y, vol. XCII, p. 74. 
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·In Essa~~.!.!! Application, Henry Van Dyke 

writes on~ Heritage .2f. American Ideals. The first 

is the idefll of manhood, of giving an equal opportun-

ity to all,_ of having human sympathy and the discern-

ment ·which sees in every man a fellow creature.· The 

ideal of the Amerio.an man holds up for our emulation 

a man strong and courageous, honorable and wise, cap-

able of gaining his own ends but subordinatirig his 

own interests to the highest stand~ds 'of justice and 

honor. The second ideal is that of self-government, : .. 

not a ·passionate, fluctuating mob-rule but the steady, 1 

poised g~idance of a people s~hooled in.self-control 

and guided b7 wisdom. This type of self-government 

is to be made possible by universal education and 

by the inculcation of high ideals of citizenship and 

service, in. the youth of our land. The process i~ 

slow but the outcome· sure. 'rhe third ideal is that 

of American glory and influence; one which inevit-

ably aro1:1ses: the enthusiasm of our citizens, for who 

can think .of .the protectorate over Cuba or the indem-
L 

nity returned to China without justifiable pride? 
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·C 

It is this determination to place j~stice above le-

gality, sincere diplomacy above subterfuge, to do 
. I 

right because it i a the right, which has been the 

keynote of our national life, though we have too 

frequently failed to live up to the .best that we 

know •. 

The ideal of democracyv in which each is 

recognized at his true worth and given ju~tice, is 

claimed as American made. So,· too, the ideal of ttni-

versal education through which each may be cultured, 

is regarded ·as peculiarly' American. These, many be-

lieve, are America's contribution to the civil~za

tion of the world. Since the treatment ·of these 

ideals is exten~ive and the application universal, 

·they may be ·more fittingly discussed in separate 
7 r 

_chapters. 

To summarize. this chapter: There is a feel-

ing that an-American type does exist; that it is· 

marred by many superficial weaknesses and by lack 

7. See below, Part II, Chapters III and IV. 
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\ of poise, but ennobled by moral soundness and a 

high conception of, duty •. Finally, our ideals are 

wo'rthy of faithful adherence and must be maintained. 
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CHAJ?'rER I I 

RACE PROBLEMS OF THE UNITED STATES 

The United. States has occupied a unique pos-

ition in regard to its racial elements. No other 

country has had to cope with its greatest problems, 

the immigrant and the negr.o; for, no other· country 

has had ~uch ~n unlimited· amount of free·l~nd~ such 

·~v.q,slt..:und.eN.eiJ..:ope;d~)resources, s.uch a steady influx of 

foreign blood; and no other country·has attempted 

to maintain on an equality two races with such a 

disparity in ability and attainment as that which 

exists between the whites and the negroes. The ques-

tion of Chinese and Japanese exclusion might also be 

included' in an enumeration of the race problems of 

the United States, but thus far i't seems to be re-

garded as a.matter for diplomatic negotiation be-

tween the respective nations. The problem of the 

India.n·is nearing a solution, but the others are 
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yet un~olved. The United States has a stutpendous 

task before it ·in its effort to harmonize the numer-

ous racial elements of its population. 

The Indian has· ceased to be the troublesome 

factor he on9e was, and the prejudice against him 

is no.t so strong. The government has assumed a pa-

terna.listic attitude and by the reservation system 

practically fegregated th~ race. Today, however, 
(. 

with the los~ of tribal governme~t the Indian race 

is losing its identity a.nd is becoming absorbed in-

to American life. From coloniaL times the Indian 

has been a fascinating figure. Now, even in the 

field of the essay he has been more or less ideal-
' 

ized and romanticized. Discussions of Indian art, 

culture, folklore, and music may be found in many 

magazines, but they are not within the scope of 

this paper. On the other hand, there are compara-

tively few essays dealing with the definite problems 

of ·the Indian. Bi shop Talbot in My People .£!_ .!E.! 
Plains, discussed the relation of The Red Man $nd 

Uncle·Sam. The reservation system,although it has 

undoubtedly protected the Indians, has retarded 
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their assimilation with the Anglo-Saxons of the Uni-
8 

ted Stat.es. Charles .M. ·Harvey thinks that the end 

of tribal government for the Indian has.come. He has 

been fairly well ireated by the United States. He 

has been educated and provided for economically. As 

the reservations are broken up into allotments and 

the farms are subdi,vided, the India.n is passing out 

from under the detailed supervision of the govern-

ment and mingling with his fellow citizens unreserv-

edly. However; though much of the prejudice is gone, 
the unedticated Indian· 
lit, still requires considerable protection. In spite 
/'· ' 

of this it is nevertheless evident that the Indian 

problem is disappearing. 

Immigration is one of the greatest problems 

which the United States. is facing .• Mer.ely from a 

standpoint of numbers, previous· to the Great War, 

conditions were becoming acute. Now, the many na-. 

tionalities, perhaps with smoldering hatred of each 
old other, .perhaps with unquenched .. loyalty to the home 

land, 'have· added to the complexity of the situation. 

8. The Red Man's Last Roll Call; Atlantic 
.~- __ __.... ___ 
Monthly, vol. XCVII. 
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Here a ·surprising fact mus~ be noted. Although there 

is a free and full ·editorial discussion of imrnigra-

tion there is comparatively little serious comment 

in the field of the 'essay. There is enough, however, 

to show .~hat sentiment is divided upon the subject. 

Some resent the coming of the immigrant as an intru-

sion, feeling that he demands too much, that .he drags 

down the level~ of our culture, that he is too selfish 

in his aspirations, and that he is too presumptuous 

in his claim to American citizenship. This is approx-

imately the position asstuned by. Agnes Repplier in her . g 
essay, The Modest Immigrant. Some de pl or·e the~, coming 

of the immigrant for economic reasons. They feel that·, 

since our free land is gone, there is no longer the 

previous opportunity to make good independ·ently. Some 

believe in unrestricted immigration, influenced, per1'!. 

haps, by the traditional conception of the United 

States as the land of· freedom and promise, or perhaps, 

convinced by logic which they deem unanswerable. In 

9. Atlantic Monthl.¥, vol. CXVI, :p. 303. 

r . 
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10 
Our Immigrants .eEi Ourselves, Kate Holloday Clag~orn 

states that the cry against the immigrants is not just-

ifi.abl e. Many of the usual objections she considers un-

sound. In the fir st place, the immigrant is necessary 

to .. ,our industrial system. He furnishes the esse.ntial 

raw labor. In the second place, he is la.w-abiding and 

docile~ if h!eis acaor~edct~e:~i~ht treatment. The 

fault .lies, not with the immigrant,_ but with the na-

tive American who re~~ses to tal\e his leadership ser-

ious;t.y. The immigration problem would· solve itself, 

were. we willing to furnish good guidanct}. This is 

the position of Mary Antin, Steiner, and Roberts. 

Some·~ probably the majority 'bf our writers, believe 

in immigration ·restricted according to ~ace, ability, 
' ~ or numbers. This is the program advocated by Robert 

De Courcy Ward .in one of his essays, Immigration .. 2 
11 

~ South. Immigrants are needed, for, the South 

wants a new and larger labor supply on account of 

the present rapid industrial development, ~nd also 

10. Atlantic Monthly, vol. LXXXVI. 

11. Atlantic Monthly~ vol. XCVI, p. 611. 
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on account of dissatisfaction with the ne~o. Dis-

crimination,· he insists, should be used in selecting 

the immigrants, only those .from the better classes 
r\ 

should be admitted, such as the Northern Italians, 

together with_ a few unskilled labor.er s. Unlimited-

immigration should no tr be allowed. 

It is generally agr~ed that the United States 
I 

has failed to meet the· immigration problem as it 

should. Foreign settl·ements have ~been allowed to 

sprii:ig up and entr.ench .themselves. "Speech Islands" 

have formed where English is.an unknown tongue. The 

hyphenated American has appeare.d and. has called forth 

numerous essays from men of note. Roosevelt. and Vlil-

son alike have deplored the existing si tu'ation and 

an agitation for pure Americanism has been ·started. 

, The innnigrant ha.s not. received adequate protection 

from fraud, and from confidence games. Frances A. 12 . 
(Kellar discusses the Immigrant Woman, who is. 

subjected to all sorts of dangers. from the time she 

12. Atlantic Monthly, vol. C, p. '401 ;· 
vol. CI , p. 246. 
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leaves her native village. The immigrant women con-

stitute the main source of supply of domestic work-

ers in the cities. This training in the homes of na-. 

ti ve Americans· means the' rapid a,ssimilation of these 

women. How satisfactory the result, depends upon the 

attitude of the American women themselves• 

More objection is made to some races than to 

others. The Germans, Scandinavians, and Irish are 

well received. The writers ·give them c~edit for abil-

ity and character. Most of the Italians, and the Slavs 

are not so graciously received. In fact the people 

from southeastern Europe are all too frequently re..:.· 

garded as riff-raff. The .Jews, who have been more 

fairly treated in America than elsewhere, are not 

placed on an equality with the Teutonic peoples. 

Edwin J • Kuh places the responsibility for this so-

cial d.isabili ty largely with the Jew, al though he 

recognizes race prefudices as important factors. 

The solution, he thinks, lies in the self-elevation 

of the race, in better physical development, in bet-

ter education, in)udic.ious intermarriage and ethi-
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cal 1 i ving. 

The attit~de of .American writers toward·im-

.migration is fundamentally the same. "Human need" 

is the stock argument of those who advocate unre-

stricted immigration and of those who oppose it. 

All are seeking the greatest good for the·greatest 

number. To att~in this end most completely it may 

'be' many believe it now is' necessary to restrict 

further immigration while relieving the congested 
' 

districts and assitb.ilating the foreigners now with 

us. 
'\ 

The problem of the negro is the longest 

standing and most acute of all our racial differ-

ences. The situation has been intensified by the 

·feeling of distrust between north and south; it 

has been further intensified by the distrust be-

tween the races as races, by the feeling of su-

periority or disdain on the one hand, and· the feel-

,ing of humility or resentment on the other. ·Almost 

every point of. view has been taken by the essayis~s, 
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from that of the historical essay dealing with the 

Reconstruction period tb the personal one disctiss-

ing ~ Joy~ il Bein5 ~ Negro. In the earliest 

years of the dentury the,negro was not thought·of 

as a human being as much as' an obstacle in the 

white man's path. Today sentiment has changed. An 

increasing effort is being made, by both races .and 

·by both sections of the country, to solve the ra-

. cial problems with mutual advantage to black and 

white. In spite of .this unity of purpose there is 

the widest diversity of opinion. 

The historical approach is made by Thomas 

Nel so·n Page, who, in his essay on The Southern Peo-
. 13 - -

~ Durine Reconstruction, holds that the negro pre-

.blem of today is affected by the Reconstruction Per-

iod, in which the friendly rela.tion between former 

sraves and masters was changed to one of b~tter op-

position. The method of reconstruction was disas-

·trous. The best class of whites, who had previously 

guided the negroes, felt constrained to band togeth-

13. Atlantic Monthly, vol. LXXXVIII, p.289. 
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( 

er against them. Such a feeling may have been un-

warranted but it existed and was acted upori~ The 

negroes lost their habit of industry, learned to 

expect a llv~ng without work, and to wield the bal-

lot without· possessing the proper ,~,judgment. The 

Freedmen's Bureau, he concludes, did some good:but 

more damage, for it perverted ·the minds of th~ ne-

groes and aroused the hostility of the erstwhile 
I 14 \ • 

friendly whites. W. E. Burghardt D~ois~ himself a 

negro, takes substantially the same position. Na-

turally he is inclined to excuse the negroes and 

to condemn the white men for not giving them the 

right-kind of a start. 

Other essayists have seemingly assumed that 

this explanation of the situation is true, but not 
15 

all regard it as adequate. Andre\v Sledd thinks 

that the North has ignored the fact that the negro 

14. ~ Freedmen•s Burean; Atlantic Monthl~, 

vol. LXXXVII, p. 35~. 

15. ~Negro: Another~; Atlantic Monthly, 

Vol • :X,C , p. 16 5. 



belongs to an inferiQr race and has consequently de-

manded that the S~uth give him more than he deserved. 

On the other hand, perhaps on account of this infer-

iority, the southern whites have failed to recognize 

that the negro, by virtue of his humanity , possesses 

certain inalienable rights. Not the Heconstruction 

alone, but the superiority of one rac~ over th~ other, 

and the ·loss of the human touch .. between them are re-

sponsible for the mutual distrust of today• Alfred 
16 

Holt Stone finds· the mulatto a factor in the race 

problem. Hie point is that we have confused the mulat-

to and negro types. The full blooded negto is not pro-

gres·si ve; hi·a inferiority to the white race is marked. 

The mulatto, with white blood in his veins, has done 

the things attributed to the negro. If we would solve 

the negro question we must make this distinction. 

Booker T •. Washington does not ·agree with this atti-

tude but sees in industrial education a ~ay by means 

, of which the blackest of the negroes may become self-

respe'cting, self-supporting members of society. 

16. The Mulatto Factor in the Race Problem; 
_.._.... ---- _......... ....._ ----
Atlantic Monthly, vol. XCI, p. 658. 
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Certain abuses to which the negroee,have 

been su~jected ·are frequently condemned by ~he writ-

ers of this period (1900-1915). The noj7,or.ious prac-

tice of lynching is severely censur.ed by Clarence H. 

Poe. Yet, he,finds an explanation of it in the ig-

norance of the negroes and the defective administra-

tion of just~ce in the courts. There is a ge.neral con-

viction t_hat lynching, al though it may keep the ne-

gr oes intimida.ted, pr events the~ development of self-

r e spect and utterly destroys the possibilit~ of a 

friendly relation between the two races. Andrew 
17 ' 

Sledd severely arraigns lynching as absolutely· 

criminal, whatever the provocation,. upon the ground 
' . 

that it debases the manhood of the perpetrators, 

fails to attain its -end·, and demoralizes the negroea. 

Disfranchisement of the negroes is a moat 

point. Some southerners believe that it is justifi~ 

able on the ground of self-protection. 'They argue 

that the ignorance of the negroes, the ease with -

!) 
"''•.»J1· 

17. ~Negro: Another View; Atlantic -
Monthly,, vol. XC, p. 65.j 
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which they are influenced politically, the insolen~e 

which they s.ometimes display, make it imperat,ive for 

the whites to control the government by stratagem 
, ·18 

when numbers fail. Archibald H. Grimke condemns 

the practice for several reasons which are character-

istic of th.ose generally advanced, especi~lly ?Y 

northerners. Disfranchisemerit decitizenize~ the ne-
. ', 

gro a.nd leaves him rebellious; it is harmful to the . . 
South becaus~·it makes her black~labor discontented 

and probably uneducated, therefore inefficient. It 

hurts the' United States as a whole because it leaves 

a large part poorly developed; finally, if carried 

out in full, it would provoke sectional feeling for 

the South would have undue representation in Con-

gr ess. 

On the part of both North and South there 

is a growing conviction that the negro has not been 

given the right kind of an opportunity. The preju-

18. Why Disfranchisement Fails; Atlantic 

Monthly, vol. XCIV. p. 72. 
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r-, 

dice and ignorance of the North have retarded the 

adjustment of the.situation in the South where pre-

judice, bitterness and 'ignoran'ce had already made 

matters complicated.' With the realization of this 

truth has arisen a new effort to do justice to all 

.: parties and a new spirit of fellowship and cooper-

ation. In a measure the movement crystallized- a-

round Book~r T. Washington, who devoted his life 

to the e.duc?tion, especially the industrial educa-

tion, of his people. Through his honesty and mod-

esty he was able to do much to de.,1elop_ a spi:eit of 

helpfulness which will ultimately work out a solu-

tion for the difficulties. How much has been accom-

plished and how much remains to be done, can be es-

timated. from Mr. Washington's essay, ~Fruits .2f. 
. 19 

Industrial Training.· In it he said that the people; 

of the South favor higher and industrial training 

for negroes who must do the manual work .of the South 

for many years to come. Industrial training gives 

19. Atlantic Monthly, vol. XCII, p. 453. 
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the negro oppor:tuni ty t'o make progress and at the 

same time penefits the country as well. He concluded 
, ' 

I 

by' saying that there is a great need for more indus-

trial schools. But not a.11 the negroes believe that 

the industrial school is such a panacea. 'I'he leader 

of the opposing factiori, Mr. DuBois, in an essay, Q!! 
- 20 .. 

the Training·El.-Black ~ objects to the ·emphasis 

frequently pla·ced on making the negro a laborer. His 

idea i_s that the negro must be encouraged and aided 

in working out his future economically and intellect-

ually. He must not brood on the wrongs of. the past, 

nor must he be, !:~P~?·:~~e~ to submit ·to the wrongs of 

the present. The negro college is doing much to solve 

the problem by giving the negroes an entrance into a 

nobler, fuller life,· and by equipping men and women 

to go out and bring help to their own foll_{. The great 

trouble lies in the white man's prejudice. He is un~ 

willing to recognize worth in a"darky" or to acknowl-

edge that the negro may possibly have power to make a 

20. Atlantic Monthly, vol. XC, p. 289. 
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contribution to the world. This prejudice mu'st be 

overcome, the negro must be able ·to win recognition 
l' 

as a man, before a solution will be secured 'for the 

so.called negro problem. It· will last, Mr. DuBois as-

serts, as long as injustice lasts. The southern peo-

ple themselves are re~liz.ing tha.t the negr·o has not 

been. fairly treated. An essay~ Black .. ~ White :!B 
21 

~ ~~, written by .a so·uthern woman, voices 
I 

this ·view. The negro .question is one of humanity 

first, she insists. The individual relations be-

tween negroes and whites are usually good bu:t· 

there is no feeling of responsibilitycbetween th~ 

whites as a class and the negroes as a class. This 

is the center of t~e trouble. The white people will 

look out ror and protect negroes whom they have 

known personally.but remain 'indifferent to the rest. 

The negroes are more severely trea1ted in the courts 
\ 

th?-n the whites. On trains, and, in fact, ·1n all pub-

lic places, though they pay the same money· they are 

21. Outlook; vol. ·-cvr, p. 538. 
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accorded poorer a~comodations tha.n the white people • 

. No ·distin~tion is made between the most refined and 

the most uncultured. Such·a state of affairs is un-
22 

just. Thomas Wentworth Higginson takes a more ex-

· tre~e position upon this subject· than many writers 

are willing to accept. ~l'he keynote 'Of his att:ltude 

is, "The negro is intensely human." If this fact is 

once recognized a solution is possible. Education 

and opportunity are the ga te:ways out. He catches a 

vision of.the.future in which the negro :shall have 

attained to an intellectual and social equality with 

the whites, and "marriage may come to be founded, 

not on the color of the skin but upon the.common 

courtesies of life·and upon genuine sympathie~ of 

heart and mind." 

Through such free discussion of the differ-

ent phases of the problem there is the hope_of a bet-

ter adjustment. Men have taken the 'question serious-

ly and have worked upon it carefully. The essays do 

not possess lightness of touch but ·they are import-

ant contributions tifour literary life. 

22. Intensely Human; Atlantic· Monthly, 

vol. XCIIt p. 588. 
. I 
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One significant fact revealed in these es• 

says.concerning th~ various race problems of t~e 

United States, is that the writers are not content 

with portraying cqndi tions but are constantly seek-, 

ing to better them. Protection for the immigrant, 

education for the negro, safeguards for the American 

people, all find advocates among our essayists. The 

underlying note seems to be that America, to remain 

the land of promise, must see that justice is given 

to .etJery individual regardless of race, color, or· 

previous condition of servitude. It is characteris-

tic of the United States that the arguments most 

frequently advanced are based on idealistic con-

siderch.tions and stress the human side. Idealism is 

popular and in turn helps elevate our practices. 
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CHAPTER III 

ECONOMIC AND INDUSTRIAL PROBLEMS . 

The essays dealing with questions of e·conom-

ic or industrial import have unquestionably belong-

ecl to that sober, severe sort described by William 

Dean Howells. The~majority of those here discussed 

are practically journalistic, but they have found 

their way into literary magazine.a and are numerous 

enough to demand attention in a survey of the social 

note in the American essay. 

Since 1900. there has been a growing convict-

ion that the United states is assuming a different 

place in the industrial world and entering upon a new 
23 

era of economic development. Brooks Adams was a-

mong. the first to point out the changing conditions. 

He does( not shrink from expressing himself freely 

though his opinion .is at variance with the tradi-
-

23. ~ ~ Industrial Revolution; Atlantic 

Monthly , vo 1 • LXLXV[ I~-,:. 'p. 15 7 
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tional belief of our.:Lnation. According to his view, 

.the United States has forged ahead until it has ob-

taine~ the ascendency in the industrial world,
1 

~t 
is 

the ex:Pe~se of the other. nations. Our nation crowd-

ing back all Eur ope,· and a struggle, either military 

or commermial, is inevitabl~, for this is a· war to 

the death. By ,means of the trusts, consolidati·an, · 

and.economic efficiency the United States ha~ se-

cured the upper hand. In this newi er a the idealism 

of the past. will vanish, for it has not been due so 

much.to noble sentiment and a sense of justice as 

to the ease·: with which we could afford to' be gener-

ous. Now, to use his own words, "In this stern strug-

gle for life, affections, traditions, and beliefs 

count as naught." 

There· is a surprisingly large number of es-

says dealing ~i t'h very specific questions. Al though 

not strictly literary,, they s.erve to indi_cate the 

range or' subject-matter covered by our essayists. For 

instance, Frederick W. Coburn discusses the Telephone 
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24 
Develo32m~fil in·~ United States. The question 

bf monopoly enters even here, for the author con~ 

demns indepencl.ent lines· because they increase the 
) 

expense and lower the se~vice. He considers one 

big company the best method of management, and 

views with pl.east\re the financial downfall. of the 
,l ,. 

small ind us tr iai independent companies. A totally 
) . 
different phase of· industr~al life is discussed by 

Mary \Applewhite Bacon in the Problem E.f. ~ South-
25 -

er~ Cotton Mill· The South has been free from t 

the congestion of New England in the past; but, 

with her sudden industrial expansion, particularly 

in the cotton mills, bad wo~king conditions have 

developed. The hour.a are too long, the workers are 

·not adequately protected, the, women and children 

are being worn· out. Improvement -is needed every-. 

where but conditions are not so bad in the quaint 

old hill villages as i;n the big cities. It is a far 

24. Atlantic MonthJ:y, vol. XCVI, p~~ 644. 
, I 

25. Atlantiri Monthl~, vol. XCIX, p~ ?24 
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niercialization of Literature. He deplores the fact 

. ' 

that our literature has been so sadly commercialized 

that . publicity, not worth, is the basis of success. 

At present publishing cannot deserve the name of 

"profession." Insurance, even, is given consi_derabl~· 
27 

attention. Francis 6. Lowell thinks that the mu-

tual life insurance companies waste the mo.ney and at 

the same t·ime give the o-wners no control of their 

funds. He feels that advantage is taken of the .ig-

norance of the public and that the remedy lies in 

greater publicity and the elimination of agents •. 

Charles W. Bullock discusses Life Insurance ~ 
28 -

Speculation. As he sees it, the greatest evils 

of ·the past and some of the' danger of the future' 

are due to the pat.ticipation of the larger com.pan-

ies in Wall Street speculation, a course which all 

too easily may undermine the worth and stability 

26. Atlantic Mont:q!X_, vol. X.CVI, p. 5?7. 

27. Mutual~ ms'¥~?!.~ ~ompanies;_Atlan-

1!.£ Monthly, vol. XCIX, p. 51. 

28. Atlantig_Monthl;z," vol. XCVII. 
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of a company. Not content with pointing out the evils, 

.Mr. Bullock suggests several means of reform, such as 

limiting the sixe of companies; standardizing poli• 

cies, abolishing deferred dividends and kind1'ed pr:ac-

tices; enacting•--and enforcing---legislation ade-

quate to regulate the companies. Industrial Securities 
29 

as Investments is the subje.ct of an essay by Charle_s 

Conant, ~etting forth the fact that the value of an 

investment varies· as the particular security. 

The economic development due to the reclamation 

of the desert by irrigation; the increased business 

activity due to more accessible markets a'nd better 
~ 

transpor ta ti on; the, incr·ea.sed productivity of manu-

facturing, establishments, due to the adoption of. ef-

ficiency methods, have all received consideration, 

.by the essayists. What these writers have discuss.ed 

in detail with.reference to specific cases. Joseph 

Husband has ·treated in an impressionistiq way in his 

group of essays entitled America~~· He makes 

us feel the bustling activity, the nervous tension, 

29. Atlantic Mont.hl_z, vol. XCVII. 
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the magn:ltude of ·business enterpri·ses, the inter• 

laced interests, th~ wear and tear and fascination 

of it all. We become a part c;>f our pulsating busi-

52 

ness .life with its vast interests, its· responsibil-

ity for the welfare of millions, and its confidence 

of ultimate success. 

· Two phases of our economic life have been--

and are-.;.-subjects for heated discussions. They are 

commercialism and "big business, 0 i.e., trusts an·d 

monopolies. ·~I.1heir existence is freely recognized. 
30 

Charles J •. Bullock attributes the concentration of 

banking interests· largely to the growth of. gigantic 

industrial corporations which deµiand extremely large 
- 31 

loans.· Louis D. ·Brandeis .states that our nation is 

becoming a nation of employees·through'the develop-

ment of ·gigantic industrial plants. President Had.-· 

ley of Yale sees·a cleavage deveiopin~'between the· 

votes and property-holders. David Starr Jordan con-

30. Concentration of Banking Interests; 

Atlantic .Monthly, vol.· XCII, ~· '1a2. 

·31. Our New Pe8t,1age:· Discretionary~

sions; Independent, vol. LXXIII, p. 18 7 



demns the interlocking directorate which tends to 

become a nation within a nation and, through con-

trol of finance, can even direc~ the p~licy of :a 

nation. In short, it is generally recognized that 

powerful business organizations are gaining a more 

complete control of our country; that the direct-

ors are becoming the 'money barons' of our day and· 

may be considered as holding about, the same posi-:-

tion as the feudal lords of the medieval period. 

On the. whole, a hostile attitude has been 
,.,. 

assumed toward both. An undefined feeling exists 

that they are incompatible with the Amerioan doc-

trine of equality of opportunity and democracy. 

But defenders arise to champion the unpopular ob• 
32 

jects of attack. Edward Atkinson sees in commer-
1 

c.ialism America's opportunity for advancement. ''It 

is not of the Devil," he says, "but rather a civ- .'· 

il izing and uplifting force which has made possible .; 

our present civilization." He al.so states that it 

:-:, ·32. Commercialism; Atlantic Monthl;y:, 

vol • XC, '!J. 51?. 
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should be encouraged, not condemned, for its a-

· buses will be overcome and its good endure. The 

people of the United States have shown a tendency 

to regard temporary maladjustments as inherent e-

, vi1s. His conclusion is that the United States has 

become and will remain a world power only.as the 

people develop commercialism (and suppress Mili- · 

tarism 1

). Objectio~s to commercialism .E.!E, ~are not 

so rife, although numerous writers feel that the 

people of the United States have blunted their 

finer instincts by too intense absorption in busi-

,ne ss. 

The objections arise in connection with some 

of the outgrowths of our commercialist~c tendencies, 

particularly the development of trusts and monopolies> 

While opportunities seemed unlimited and one ma?'s 

success did not mea~ another man's failure, the pub-

lic .eri:couraged· the development of large corporations; 

but when the small -independent dealer began to suffer 

from competition with the larger establ1shrnent, pub-

lic sentiment began to change. The reaction became 
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so strong that a ple~ for justic~ to the corporations 
33 ( 

has been raised. Gilbert Holland Montague believes 

that there is a growing tendency to .censure, in trust 

b'usineas·, policies which~ have heretofore been accept-

,ed without question. He seems to feel that unfair dis-

crimination has been made against large corporations, 
J 

.and justifies unders~lling in competiti'\llt ils locali-
. ' ' ... /!' 

ties and factors agreements as an innocent means of 

competition for both little and big establishments. 

That ·some may 'go to the wall does not affect the s~ t-

uation in his opinion, for, he concludes, "rio one 

has an inherent right .not to be defeated. u. Moreover, 
I 

conditions could no.t b~ remedied by eliminating corn-

peti tion for.matters would only be made worse, were 

the independent dealer to have a monopoly of his own 
34 

town. Another essayist of note, Hem·y Lee Higginson, 
( 

champions the cause .o·f the corporat~ons. In brief, '·'· 

his .position ·is -as. follows: Combination in this age 

33. The Ethics of Trust Competition; Atlantic 

Monthly, ~ol. XCV, p. 414. 

34. Justice ie,
1

the Corporations; Atlantic 

Monthly, vol. CI, p. 9. 
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is inevitable and desirable.· The great combinations 

have pioneered and sacrificed; having taken the 

risks_, they deserve the rewards, and have as much 

ri.ght to take their profits as the farmer has to 

sell ·for $100 per acre land bought for $~.25. People 

are· really independent, the dorporations do_. not real-

ly change their position. There is money to be in-

vested arid kept in circulation, and confidence must 

be .maintained to assure prosperity. Th~refore, it 

is neither necassai~y nor expedient to attack the cor. 

porations as has been done. Unfair business dealings 

shoul;d not go unpuni sh~d but the official.s, not the 

stockhold~rs, should be held responsible. The methods 

not the corporation .should be attacked, thereby eli-

minatin~ the evil practices while maintaining ecbnom-

ic security. 

These writers seem to be convinced that ·the 

trusts "'and corporations are legitimate organizations 

engaged in legitimate business; .that their absorption 

34. Justice t~ ~Corporations; Atlantic 

Monthly, vo~. CI, p. 9. 
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of, ,or crowding out of small independent firms is 

justifiable. The tendency :toward monopoly does not 

seem to impress them as undesirable or dangerous. 
35 ' 

William E:~ ;Borah, on the other hand, deplores this 

tendency as a menace to our nation. Our industrial 

growth has been marvelous and natural. Combinations 
(' 

have followed, cooperation to such an alarming extent 

that .now, "Monopoly is at war with our democratic 
. . 

i~stitutions. The conflict is inevitable." He holds 

the legislatlilres and Congress responsible for the 

~trength of monopoly and attributes the former in-

difference of the people to a feeling on their part 

that the matter is purely economic. Working along 

this line, he sees hope of a change: i•when we, as ~ 

people, understand that this is not a question of ec-

- omonics alone, but that inst~tutions and citizenship 

are involved; °'when we under stand that monopoly unaer-

mines government and establishes and enthrones class-

es, demoralizes. and destroys citizenship;· eats away 

35. ~ Y!!:£_ ~Monopoly; Independent, 

vol. LXXIV_, p. 525. 
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~he sturdy virtues of men and wornen,1 then, and not 

until then, will we.deal wit~ the matter success-

fully ••••••• ; ••• If we are worthy of them (our fa-

thers who believed that business prosperity not 

founded on justice was worse than no prosperity at 

all) we will apply the same rule and restore jus-
(' 

tice, let the cost be what it may. 11 

There seems to be an increasing tendency to 

subject all business enterprises to a severe test, 

not as to their money making power alone, but as 

to their social effect upon the nation as well. It 

is noticeable that the values are being measured in 

social results; ·that the accumulation of weal th and 

power is see~ to be a social burden if secured at t 

the expense of justice and humanity. 

# 
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CHAP'IER IV 

GOV.EHNMENT AND POLITICS . 

The people of the United States have always 

-been proud of their form of government. For many 

years the eagle screamed at every opportunity and 
\ ,, . ' . 
~our governrnent was eulogized on every occasion, .Dur-

ing the past few years, however, though·our loyalty 

is as firrn_as ever, wholesome criticism has made 

its ?,ppearance. The constitution, which has been 

lauded as the greatest in the world, is now seen 

to possess defects. Our system of checks and bal-

ances is found to be cumbersome; our citizens stand 

forth as voters
0

igno~a~t of the true value of the 

measures and men upon which they are deciding. Our 

government machinery is faulty, our executive over-

worked, our legi
1
slatures too easily swayed by con-

siderations of popularity, our courts too conserva-

-tive, too favorable to vested interests. 'rhese are 
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the 'most common criticisms made in the essays read 

on these subjects. 
f The constitution itself has been freely 

criticised on the ground that conditions have changed 

so materially since its adoption, that it no longer -
I 36 

fulf'ill s its purpose adequately. George Sutherland 

views this tendency to criUcise with alarm, for he 

considers the constitution the soul of our Uriion 

and agitation against it dangerous. In his opinion 
, ) 

we 'can avoid chaos only by preserving and honoring 

our cons ti tu ti on without alteration, for that might 

mean to undermine it. Moreover, he does not believe 

that it needs changing, but considers the slow sys-
·37 

tem of amendment salutary. William Everett also is 

opposed to the amendment of the constitution but in 
, 38 

the administrati"'on of it. Alfred Pearce Dennis, 

~ 

36. ¥That Shall Yl.!=l 12.2, .Y.G..1h The Constitution; 

Inde12endent, v.01. LXXIII, p. 1003. 

3?. The United Stat~s Senate; Atlantic 

Monthl;y:, vol .• XCVII. 

38. Our Changing Constitution; Atlantic 

Monthly, vol. XCVI, p. 525. 
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without commenting on its significance, presents 

an analysis of the change which has taken -place in 

the constitution. He points out that the interpre-· 

tations given today would not have been accepted 

in the past and suggests that the explanation is 

fo~pd in the logic of personality. The unfolding· 

of our national life has involved three processes: 

first, new meanings have been written into funda-

mental law by judi'cial interpretation; second, 'the 

field of government action has been enlarged· by the 

unrebuked exercise of doubtful· powers by the execu-

tive and legislative branches; third, new.rules and 

concep~ions of governmental duties have been intro-

duced into the constitutional system through the 

spontaneous outworkings of our political genius. 

Thus~without lo~ing continuity or influence almost 

unconsciously the constitution has been,adapted to 

the needs of the time. 

The legislative bodies have been another 

source of anxiety. There is a feeling that they 

are not entirely to bJ..arne for ·the bad condition of 



39 
things. Samuel P. Orth, for instance, gives this 

tre.nchant explanation, "Local or private bil],s are 

the weeds in our legi.slative garden." Believing t 

that our legislatures are overwhelmed by these nu-

merous and generally unimportant measures, he would 

rem~dy matters by expanding local autonomy and by 

creating a·dministrative boards with more power and 
40 

more definite responsibility. G. w. Alger, also, 

finds ~pecial local legislation re~ponsible for ob-

jectionab~e features of our government, especialcly 

for executive aggression. As he sees it, our law• 

making machinery has broken-down because ~t has 

been clogged wit4 special legislation. Then we 

haYe turned to. the executive, either prerddent or 

governor,. and have placed upon him the responsi-, 

bility 'of meetir;g general public requirements, and 

of taking the ini tative in securing good laws· and 

-39. Special Legislation; Atlantic Month1!;y:, 

vol. XCVII. 

·40. Executive A~gression; Atlantic Monthly, 

vol. CII, _p. 57?. 
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in ±gnoring bad ones. Apropos of this,· he suggests 

that some of our lawlessness, which i.s becoming a 

source of alarm, is due to inefficient lawmaking. 

He concludes that the only way to get rid of exe-

cutive ·despotism and to recall democracy is to free 

the rlegislative bodies of special lawmaking, that 

they may have time for. careful consideration of gen-

uinely impor~ant issues. The Sehat~ is also an ob-

ject of concern. During this period (1900-1915) ~he 

agitation for direct election of United States sen-

ators has been prominent and various attempts to 

rout special privilege from Congressional ·halls have 

been made. William Everett in the ·essay mentioned 

before, charges the Senate with arrogance and lac,k 

of courtesy toward the President ·and various .govern-

mental bodies. One cause of trouble he ascribes to 

too long tenure in office. Al.though most of these es-

sayists have been severely er i ti cal. one is constant-

ly impressed with the fact that they are more than 

satisfied with the system itself. Their eagerness to 

maintain our gover·nment in all its glory of justice 
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/ 
and righteousness on],y adds keenness to their censure. 

41 
Fr a.nklin H. Giddings gives a social ogical 

explanation for the increased power of the central 

government. His position is substantially this: "Ex-
) 

tremely heterogeneous popul.ations invariably do one 

or Ul:'e other of two things: they evolve a highly cen-

tralized and powerful government or they fall into 

social and moral anarchy. n The United States receives 

yearly thousands of foreigners having different ideals 

and characteristics; our population is constantly 

growing ·rnor e heterogeneous. As a result, .. "Our present 

tend~ncy in the United Stat~s is toward anarchy in 

all those'fi¢lds of human interest which we have not 

yet· br·ought under the iron hand of otU." central gov-

ernment. 0 ln fact, it is the price "we must pay for 

our idealistic attempt to mingle in one political 

aggregate, first antagonistic races, and. secondly, 

the most miscellaneous assortment of nationalities, 

standards of 1 i vi ng, moral and political traditions, 

temperaments and opinions, ever nominally combined 

41. Social Pressure and Moral Weather; 

Independent, vol. LXXIII, p. 1069 • 

. ) 
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as a, single people. " 

This close relationship between the gov-

ernment and the people is generally :i:ecognized.' 

William Everett excused the Senate for certain 

faults, saying that no stream could rise higher 

than its source, and that, as a result, so long• 
\. 

as illegitimate measures· are reso1~ted to ln private., 

corruption will crop out in the government. Henry 
42 

Van Dyke states the case the 9ther way around, say-

ing that a ruleYdoes not and cannot exist ~ntirely 

apart :from his people;. that, if they are truly alert 

and hbnorable corruption will not be found.in high 
4:5 

places. Samuel P. Orth ·declares that our. government 

is "as sound as the commonsense'of the people and-as 

weak-as the impulses of the masses. 11 rrheir ultimate 

judgment of right and wrong is sound; but in lesser 

activities ours is essentially a government by im-

pulse. The betterment of our government lies ·in mn-

43. Government ~ Impulse; Atlantic Monthly, 

vol .• c, p. 1. 

4 ~),. The Powers r.rhat Be; in Essays in Appli-- --
cation, p. 104. 
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. creas'ed self-control; in making impulses amenable to 

reason. The one lasting foundation of self-government 

is the fundamental sanen.e ss of hurnc:..n nature. Al though 

·human nature is doubtlessly sane, much of it is uned-

.ucated. This is regarded as particularly true of the 

immigrants
1 who ma.y thus exert an undreamed of influ-

ence .on our form of gove:rnment, who, indeed, if t::ir. 

Geddings is correct in his statements, are even now 

. responsibl.e for our tendency toward increased cen-

tralization. Some feel that this demands restricted 

'in~migration, but others, with more faith in human 

nature in general, trust in it and education to over-
44 

come ignorance an<?- prejudice. Edwin Burritt Smith, 

encouraged by the success of the Municii!al Voters' 

League of Chicago stated briefly but forcefully the 

general opinion of democratic writers when he said, 

"Self' government is fundamental; good government is 

incidental." 

44. !h!::. Municipal Voters•· League of Chicago; 

Atlanti£ Monthly, vol. LXXXV. 
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Constitutionally. we are a self governing 

people. In addition, however, to our constitutional 

provisions there has arisen a system peculiar to the 

American people, ---the party system yvi th all of. its 

ramifica1ons. Intended at first to facilitate· the ,.. 
choice of representatives it has developed into power-

ful organizations, until now ~he party system has 

been recognized ·by law through attempts made to reg-

ulate it. In discussing ~ Significance .2.f. ·Politi-
45 

cal Paltties, Andrew C. McLaughlin says that the party 

system· and the natural ps~chological trend of organ-

ization are inevitable; that parties seek homogen-

ei ty in their own ranks, even at the expense of vi~ 
46 

tal issues. Rollo Ogden felt that the powers of the 

national committee were being tremendously au~ment~ 

ed by virtue of the national chair~an's control of 

party r.ewards and campaign funds. In other words, as 

45. Atlantic Monthly, vol •.. CI, p. -145. 

46. ~ Powers .2f the National Committee; 

Atlantic Monthly, vol~ LJ-XxXIX, p. 76. 

( 
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the organization is perfected, the leaders and "in-

side ring" have the power, and free choice is taken 

away from the average citizen. 

One of the attendent evils of this phase of 

politics, but with a local application, is the par-
c ty boss. He has been the centre of attack for re-

fotmers; the demoralizing efffect, which he his ex-

erted updn his district, ~nd the stratagems to which 

he has resorted, have been severeiy condemned.. For a 

time the censure was almost always ·purely personal. 

Later, however, mer began to see that the boss ~as 

not entirely to blame, began to realize. that he, too, 

was a product of the times. Among these writers is 
47 

Francis c. Lowell who attributes t4e· existence of 

the American boss to the unhrer sal need of elaborate 

and expensive political machinery, to ihe undue im-

portance given by the American system to those who 

operate it, and to the confusion 6aused by conduct-

ing local elections upon rlationai party lines. 

47. The American Boss; Atlantic Monthly,· 

vol. LXXXVI, 
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At present the party system seems essential. 

Nr. McLaughlin declares that there is no chance of 

its· disappearance. Our only course is to control it 
I 

as best we can. It is not democr~ti6 but conditions 

could be worse. Bad _as. the spoils system is, it is a 

better way to finance the parties than would be large 

contributions fnom se9ret sources. He thinks that 

some day we may discover a way to manage the party 

system a~d then we shall democratize and constitu-
- . ' 

tionalize it. Such is. his hope for the future. Charles 
,_ 48 

A. Conant regards the old party lines as no longer 

vital. While both of the lar~e parties are. concen-

trating their ef~forts on maintaining' their supr~macy 

by conciliating the greatest possible numbers, they 

will not be factors in our development. I·f they fol-

low out their tendencies, the Hepublicans toward im-

pe~ialism and the_Democrats toward state socialism, 

they will a.gain become. vital agents in shaping our 

_national life and· policies. 

48. ~ J?uture .2f. Political Parties; Atlantic 

Monthl~ 1 vol. LXXXVIII, p. 365. 
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0 During the past fifteen years there has 

been an aroused interest in pbli ti cal reform. The 

initiative. and referendum have been advocated and 

opposed. The recall of judges has been championed 

as a means of letting the people rule, and~conde~n

ed as a lowering of governmental· standards. The 

direct election of United States Senators in the 

first dEicade of the century w_as a popular subject 

for discussion. The length of the presidential ten-

ure is occasionally introduced. The establishment 

of varf,,ous administrative boards, the idea of state 

government by cornmi ssi.on, the .Be:s.t methods of avoid-

ing dilettanteism in our official circles' of elim-

inating graft and waste,---all ·these have furnished 

subjec~s for our essayist$ to discuss seriously. 

But, after all has been said in regard to these 

specific reforms, the final conclusion seems to be 

that the worth of any reform measure depends upon 

the integrity and alertness of the people themselves. 
49 John J. Chapman says that the only solution of our 

,. ' 

49. Between Elect.ions; A tl antic Monthly, 

vol. LX.XXVt p. 26. 
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corrupt political troubles is the truth a.bout men 

and politics; th~t our present troubles are not due 

to poor machinery nearly so much as to the softness 

and indifference of the voters. We need to increase 

our efforts and lear·n the truth whether we like it 
or not. In ab6ut the same connectien Theodore Roose-

50 
velt holds those who demand or accept impossi~le 

promises equally guilty with those who make them • 

. Both are unworthy because they lessen the confide.nee 
' , 

in a promise once given and make insincerity a means 

of, .success. 

Various methods' have ·been resorted 'to to a-

rouse the interest of the people in political condi-

tions~ Some have advocated the direct primary in or' 

der to give every voter an opportunity to register 

his vote unhampered. Others· have urged the formation 

of civic leagues to keep the people alert. Among 
51 

these,is Edwin Burritt Smith, who advocate.a amuni-

50. Promise ~ Performance in lli Strenuous 

~·, P• 119. 

51. ~ Municipal Voters' League .2f. Chicago; 

Atlantic MonthlY._, vol. LXXXV. 
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cipal voter.a league, similar to the one at Chicago, 

self-perpetuating a~d non-partisan. Such a league 

should and usually does, publish without comment the 

facts about the candidates, and leaves the voter to 
own 

make up his mind. 

In spite of .the numerous objections raised 

to our ppli ti cal. system and practices, the belief 

e.ndures that the American people can be trusted, 

that ~ltiniately .. solutions will be found for our 

:problems' that graft will be eliminated and that 

we' will truly have a government of the people, by 

the people, and for .the people. 

# 



CHAPTER V 

SOCIAL LIFE . AND PROBLEMS 

73 

.In a ~tudy of social movements the questions 

·of the direction in which we are traveling and of 

· our power to dir.ect our own course are of vi ta1· im-

por ta.nee. If, after all the years of struggling the 

world is not improving today there is little incen-

tiv~ left for attempting to better conditions. Most 
52 I 

of the writers agree with Henry VanDyke that the 

world is undoubtedly growing better, as is shown by 

a quickened public conscience, a greater respect for 

human 1ife 1 and a higher standard of morality. Men 

who have sociological training seem most confident 

of social advancement, yet expect a very slow rate 

52. ~ ~ World Growing ·Better~ in Essays 

!!! Application, p. ·l. 
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53 
of progress. John .Burroughs. is deeply impressed 

with the helplessness of man. He recognizes the 

fact that. only in man is adaptation to ~.nyi~.9nm~:nt 

a matter of thought. Climate, race, a.g~, geology, 

all these have helped and are helping today to· 

mould him and his destiny. The Cosmic Mind, the 

Universal Intelligence, determines and shapes 

the forms of the Universe. It is true that man 

has a certain mastery -over nature, but ·how lim-

ited and imperfect it is. Our power of will car-

ries us but a little way against the tendencies 

of race. Therefore, Burroughs seems to bel.ieve, 

we can have little control of our destiny. The 

evolutionary process is slow; we may retard or 
yet 

acce1.eratejthe mov.ement slightly, . .A..:in the long run, 

the advancement made by our unaided efforts will 

be negligible. Nature, not man, will work the 

tr·a.risformation. At the same time, for his spirit-

53 .. Natur~ ~ai;id.1.Anima1 ~;·Atlantic 

Monthly,-vol. C, p. 223. 
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ual well-being man must keep struggling to attain a 
54 

higher plane. George Edward Woodberry has caught a 

vision of the future which dignifies the lowliest 

task or thought of. to'day. The race mind has eternal 

reality. _It alone remains stable. The highest a-

chievement of any nation or people is to give up its 

distinctive quality t~ have it taken over by human-

.. ity as a universal belief or feeling. The suffering 

vicariously endured tc:> make a great contribution 

a.nd tne sacrifice of. a people's peculiar character-
\· 

is tic for humanity's sake, he regards as the great-

est duty and the greatest consolation of mankind. 
55 

Elizabeth Bisland gives the ~y~note to one 

phase of our age in her delightful essay~ ~ ~ 

SEiri t .21. lli ':Pwentieth ~Century. She has a fine ac-

count of the superficiality and austerity of the 

eighteenth century; of the intense emotional reac-

54. ~ ~ the Race in~ Torch •. 

55. ~ ~ Spirit .2f lli Twentieth~-
tury; Atlantic Monthly, vol. LXXXVII, p.15. 
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titin of the nineteenth, with its cry, "Liberty, E-

quality, Fraternity;" and of the humbled mood of the 

twentieth, with its disillusionments and its two i-

.deas of patriotism an~ duty. No longer fired with en-
thusiasm and hope of realizing immediately the social 

ideals of the nineteenth, the twentieth century, 

.slightly sc~ptical of its ability to change conditions 

materially, has settled down on a more attainable end 

, and is content .to start movements which may bear fruit 

in later years. Some· writers feel that the American 

people have gone too far in this direction and that 
56 

they have abandoned too much. Bliss Perry- ·is dis-

turbed. by the extent to which the majority of Americans 

have carried the tendency to be indifferent about mat-

ters of Yital importance. He feels that men are born 

to be optimists, and to take an interest in life. ff 
I they grow cynical and indifferent something is surely 

wrong, and he thinks that the Americans are deV:~loping 

56. Indifferentism; Atlantic Monthly, vol. XCII, 

p. 329. 
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both of these t~ndencies. He notes that too great 

stimuli produce a reaction and suggests that this may 

be the explanation of the indifferentism of the Amer-

, icans •. Of one thing he· is confident, that we must learn 

to _live simply and. calmly, we must train ourselves to 

keep a ·fresh ·:serene outlook on life. Charles E. Hessel-. . . . ) 

_grave, a cler.'gyman, is keenly sensitive to this indif-, 57 
fer en ti sm ·al so. In ~ Failure 9.! Smith he charges a 

1certain class of prosperous comfortably situated ci ti-
' . ' I •., , I • f ' • 

zens with being a burden to society, because he believes 

that tl~ey have become indi·fferent to the church~ to pol-

itics, to social welfare, in short to every·thing save 

their own pleasure. He would consider their elimination 

a blessing to society. There seems to be a feeling that 

the growing apathy of the American public must be over-

come and consequently some agitation for social reform 

along this line is being made. 

57. Independent, vol. LXXIV, p. 1184. 

j 
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Another and contrasting ph»ase of the century 
58 

is brought out by Gerald Stanley Lee who calls this 

the "machine age." He repudiates the idea that it is 

a period without sentiment or feeling and maintains 

that it is tull· of poetry. A ~oet he defines as ~ man 

who' loves his./ work, who is impelled.\by an ideal, wheth-

-~r he 'be ~ail or ' inventor > or . machine st. and poetry is 

,"the·discovering of connections." Now, this is ah ~ge 
. in which the creative minds are largely devoting them'."" 

.selves t.o the perfection of ma.ch:Lnery, inventions, a.nd 

scientific investigations, all of which have not in the 

past been recognized as possessing spiritual qualities. 

This .attitude, he regards a~ unwarranted,. for idealism 

is a~tuating the workers and making their work a spir-

itual creation. It is simply a new application of en-

nobling motives to another sphere of human. endeavor so 

that all must reco~nize its dignity and poetry. 

58. ~ Poetry Ef the Machine Age; Atlantic 

Monthl~, vol. LXXXV, p. ?56. 
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59 
David Starr Jordan points out the existing 

social. unrest and links it with pr egress. Self-sa.t-

isfa·ction is stagnation or worse; therefore the .rest-

lessnes.s of the maJori ty of the people is an encourag-

ing sign. "All triumph," to quote exactly, "is r'ela-

tive. The_·welfare of the people, the welfare of the 

.world axe replacing the old motives of party victory~ 
I 

If th~s be so, we may well be optimistic, no matter 

how many wrongs are not yet righted. This restl·essness. 
60 

has 'borne fruit even· now. William Jewett Tucker be-

lieves that in the recently dev~loped social conscience 

we have. a new. force with transforming power·, that our 

hitherto unconscious efforts to help humanity will noww 

be consciously directed •. He already sees a change in 

our conception of things. In the past the struggle 

with monbpoly has occupied the social conscience but 

we are realizing that other phases of life are also 

demanding our attention. Efforts to humanize industry· 

59. Unrest anct Progress; Independent, vol. LXXI~ · 

p. 310. 
;' 

69.: . . ~ Progress E.f. 2 Social Conscience; Atlan-

~ic Monthly, vol. CXVI, p. 289. 
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ha"le already been made with partially successful re-

sults. The plea for ~harity.in pehalf of the poor has· 

changed to. a demand for justice, . ?-S -we have realized 

, that injustice is one of the main causes of poverty.· 

.Mr. Tucker believes that the entrance of woman .into 

civic life has done much to reinforce the social con-

science .and _to inaugurate the heeded reforms. In an 
61 

article entitled~ Welfare Yf.g£, Robert- W. Bru!re . 
alludes· to the awakened social conscience' as ari· up• 

lifting force but says that its energy is dissipated 

and social advancement retarded by the conflicting 

views ,as to' the 9est methods of improv'eme.nt. 

The agitati9n aga~nst the social evils of our 

country has gl'!own in importance. It, has been dlr~cted 

against many conditions and abuses.but reforms come 
'r" 

so slowly that only a beginning has been made. Never-

thf!/less, the earnest di.scussi?n of definite social 

questions is doing much.to encourage the people them~ 

selves to grapple with·the problemswhich confront them. 

61. Harper's Monthly !Jlagazine, vol. CXXIII. 
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\: One .~f the more promin~nt social problems 

facing the American. public today and one receiving 

considerable attention~·from the essayists, is crime. 

Ther~ seems .to be a growing lawlessne.ss and an in-

crease in the numb~r . of serious offenders. Mitny 

writers have deplored the fact that the man who has . ( 

d~frauded .I>eople in great speculations has not been 
'" so· severely punished as the poor man who has commit-

ted a lesser offense. Another type of offender has 

been happily designated as the "criminalcbid" by Ed-
.. 62 . 

ward Alsworth Ross. The criminaloid is he "who sins 

new sins against· society with immunity." The key to 

his character is not evil impulse but moral insensi-
ih.e . . 

bility and suffer.ing or retardation for which he is 
. , .... 

responsible, does not affect him. He,, flourishes un-

til the· growth of morality in society as a whole, to 

whi.ch he is responsive, overtakes the growth of oppor-
1 

~ . . 
tunit·y to prey. In coping with this type of .character 

.\ 

62. The Criminaioid; Atlantic Monthly, 

vol. XCIX, P• 44. 
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publi-c censure is an immense· asset according to Mr. 
63 

Ross •. He adds that it is a fallacy that sinners 

should be chast·ised only by their betters. The im-

pelling motive in so~ial reform is not self interest 

but ·to 'put down iniquity,' and the disapprobation 

of one's inferiors eiren may be a restraining influence.· 

',The. sinn~r who commits offen_ses against the moral law• 

whi.iE- observing the technicalities of crim~hal law is 

the real peril to society.- We need, says Mr. Ross, to 

face the i'ssues and· "the repression of the viciou·s is 

not more important than the repression of sinners." 

The need of a reform in our criminal law i's .. generally 

recognized. Mr. Ross states repeatedly that our old 

regulative system·is falling to pieces. George W. Al-
64 . 

ger insists that a reform in the criminal law of the 

United States is essential. Much of our lawless ten-

dency and the accompanying disrespect for the law he 

.63. ~ Gjllin& .2f. Sinners; Atlantic Monthly, 

vol. XCIX, p. 500. 

64. Criminal ~Reform; Atlantic Monthll, 

vol. XCVII. 
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charges to the emphasis . .which· has been placed. on tech-
" nicalities. The very fact that decisions have been 

based ·.on. trivial technicalities and not .on the fueri ts 

of a case has developed a feelin~ that justice· is not 
. . . 

to be found in the courts and has consequently en-· 

couraged both crime and lynching. However he does not 
' -

l,ose hope.~· His explanation of this discour~G:i:h.g con-

dition is encouraging in itself. We created a crimin-

al l a.w which was the most· humane in the world, but ··· 

while avoiding one error we, fell into another. "In- -

stead of a system which over-protected.the stat~ we 
. - ,) . 

have erected one which over-protects the tndi vidual." .. 

In our efforts to_ give the accused a fair show we 

have made i.t comparatively easy for subtle criminals 
·I 

to a.void their just punishments. Anr aroused public 

conscience will, he believes, hasten a reform· which 

can make the law respectable and· respected because 

efficient and just; when that condition obtains the 

people will naturally _become law-abiding.;·· 

The treatment of ~ecognized ~~imin~ls is de-

manding more and more· attention. With the new concept-

f 

1' 
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ion of the purpose of imprisonment, the idea of re-

fo.rmation instead of retaliation, a conviction has 

develo'ped that the old methods are at ·complete vari-

ance with the new purpose. Consequently, the ~s"say

i sts. have been quick to seize upon theo_ries and· ex-

periments in.the new science of penology. T~e criti-

cism of e~isting conditions has been severe. A short-
65 

sugge?tive essay, Prison Life, written by a prisoner ------ ----- . 

himself,· gives an· excellent epitome of the general 

·attitude toward prisons and prison management. The 

author bases his observations on conditions at the 

'penitentiary on Blackwell's Island but they hold for. 

most of the prisons in the United States. His first 

cr~ticism.is that the penal system does not work a 

reformation in the men who, as a m~tter of fact, .be-

come more embitteied against society.on account of 

the unjust treatment given them. He asks the object 

of imprisonment: If it is to protect society no ef-

fort is made to xee that such a change has been ef-

65. Outlook. vol. CV p 846 , J • • 
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fected before the prisoner is. released; if it is to 

effect -a reformation in the prisoner, no encourage-· 

ment is offered; if it is to punish the offender.that 

end is attained but the effect is harmful to society. 

He concludes tha~ the majority Qf first 6ffenders 

might be .made useful members of society if intelli-

gent efforts were made to reach them soon after their 
' \, .... 

imprisonment: As it is now, the convicts are turned · 

out penniless and.hopeless and with little chance to 
\ 

make good. Th~ truth.of such c~iticism has been felt 
, ·., I • 

and numerous attempts to solve the problem have been 
, 

made. Two of the efforts which have been fr,equently 

discussed are those made in the c.olorado state peni-. 

tenti,ary and at Great Meadows, New York. '.rhe former 

has won considerable fame through its honor system 
' 

in :conne·ctfon with road construction in the ·moun-

tains. The Great Meadow farm is another shining ex-

ample of an.effective honor system by means of which 
. . . 

criminals a!;'e ~eing reclaimed to society. Frank Mar-
66 

shall White i~ an appreciative essay contrasts the 

66. Great Meadows !:!ll1 Sing Sing; Outlook, 

vol. CV, p. 846. 
f 



morale of the prisoners at Sing Sing and Great Mea-

dowa. At Sing Sing· the prisoners were abused and re-

bellious, r~ady to pit ·themselves against society; at 

:.Great Meadows over ninety-nine percent had proved 

faithful to their trust and were awaiting their re-

lease with the expectation of becoming respected, 

self-supporting citizens. Of ·course it is admitted 

that offenders who are mentally deficient· cannot be 

rr.eached in this way, but they are now regarded as 

subjects for medical treatment who are not entirely 

responsibl'e for their deeds. 
I 

Many other social reforms have attraoted 

wide attention •. The juvenile cour~ movement, shorter 

working hours for women, minimum wage scales, work-

ingmen' s compensation acts, industrial insurance, 

mothers' pensions, have all demanded and received ser-

ious consideration from prominent writers and the 

reading public. At the same.time much effort has been 

expended in giving publicity to bad conditioni 0e'5cist-
"' ing. 
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Abram I. Elkus; Consel for the Merchants 

(,Association of New York in 1913. contributed a typi-

cal essay of this condemnatory type to the Independ-
. 67 
~ in which he set forth the worst evils then 

found in a majority of the factories. These were five 

in.number. namely: the danger of factory fires in 

.congested b1:1ildings; accidents due to exposed machin-

ery, inadequ·ate lighting. ignorance or carelessness; 

~ndustrial poisoning and disease; glare and heat with 

exposure; too long working hours, especially for wo-

men, attended, as is too frequently the case, with· 

additional home work. After listing th~se ~angers so 

specifically, lVIr. Elkus points out that such abuses 

.are detrimental to the state in as much as they lower 

the standard of living, cheapen human life, and de-

bilitate our citizenship by sapping the strength of 

· th.e. mothers. of our commonweal th. He r ej oi ce s that e-

quity as well as 'thu·s saith the letter of the law,' 

is now recognized as a gov~rning ~rinciple and quotes 

67. Vol. LXXIV, p. 737. 



approvingly this sentence from a United States Judge, 

"What we know· as men we cannot be ignorant of as 

judges." 

Closely c6nnected with these questions of £ac-

tory ·conditions are the problems of child labor a.nd 
68 

sweat shops. Mary Alden Hopkins gives a. vivid pie-
I 

tw:-e of.the combination of these two evils in which 

she points out that many children who should be an 

a~set to the state are so stunted in their develop-

ment ·that they either die in their youth or become 
. 69 

public charges. Judge Lindsey and George Creel have 
. ' 

summed up in one es say ;the gi:s t of the . whole me... tter. 

In an attempt to get at the cause of Child labor they 

have given this admirable summary of the more import-
( 

ant explanations: "The economist argues from wage 
' \' 

schedules~ the trade unionist from lack of organiza~ 

tion, the socialist from the ferocities of competi--

68.: Children .ill Bond .. a~e; .. ~ HousekeeEins, 

June, 1913. 

69. Wh,y: £2.· Childr en--.,!.2JJ:.? ~ Housekeepi~~· 

, August 1913, p. 169. 
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tion, the politici~n from unwise and unjust laws, 

th,e ·preacher from godlessness and the .educational-

ist from a faulty school system which exalts books 

''" above.life. Is it not possible,u they ask, 0 tha.t 

the answer does.not.lie in one but in .fil and that 

the· evil does not spring from·a tap root but from: 

a vast and intricate spread of roots.?" Their con-

clmsion' can best be stated in their own words: "May 

it· not be. agreed, then., that child labor is not an 

isolate~ evil, that it is not·a problem to be solved 

by sole consideration of ways and mea.ns for getting 

the little ones ~ut of the factories, mills, streets, 

and stores or by leveling furious accusations against 

parents, church, _and school? Involuntary ·poverty un-

derlies child labor just as it underlies all our nat-

ional ills. Involuntary poverty proceeds from seizure 

of special privileges by the few at the expense of 

the many. The presence of these linequalities in our 

laws and lives puts a· premium upon greed and cruelty 

and rapacity and places a penalty upon the good and 

the fine and the fraternal. Out of them pours an· acid 
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that corrodes our entire national life, scarring 

honor and honesty and· generosity, burning .mother 

love and father love and making existence a fe"trnr." 

The questions peculiar to city life have not 

received as.much attention as one would naturally ex-

pect'. The housing pro bl em, par ti cula.rly in the poorer 

'districts, is one of the more important problems. Bur-. ' ' . 70 \ 
ton J. Hendrick is discussing ·the tenement.condition 

r 

in New York declared it to be the war st in the world. 

Yet he found the immigrants and. tenement dwellers eag-

er for improvement. Agitation, legal regulation, and 

an adequate system of inspection would, he believes, 

soon transform existing conditions. The securing of 

pure food, especially pure milk for babies, is anoth-

er vital question for city people, and has r ecei v·ed 
( 

very serious consideration. Hollis Godfrey points out 

its great importance in an essay, ~ City~ !1! 
71 

~ SuEply contributed to the Atlantic Month!1l,. The 

70. ~Great Municipal Refo-rm; Atlantic Monthly, 

vol. XCII, p. 665. 

71. Vol. C, p. 252. 
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need of little children for play grounds, together with 

the dangers of the street form another issue of vast, 

sfgnificance. Marguerite Merington shows how demoral-

izing life on a city street must be to a child, and 

how imperative the need is for wholesome sports if 

society is to hold to an upgrade course. Commercial-

ized amusement for adults is also receiving consider-

ation. In this connection particularly the church is 

being called upon to assume a greater responsibility. 
72 ' 

Henry Van Dyke, while appreciating the difficulties 

which the city church must encounter, is certain that 

the church must strengthen its position, must meet 

the needs of the people and in some (way increase the 

influence of religion in its sphere. Charles StetzKe 

advocates the institutional church. He feels that the 

city church's great weakness is inefficiency, which 

can and should be overcome by putting the church on 

a business basis and employing special experts. 

?2. ~Church!!! .1h!:. Cit~ in Essays i!.1 A£pli-. 
cation, p. 172. 
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The cry> "back to the farm," which has been 

raised during the last few years, is characteristic 

of a certain class of essays dealing with our rural 

'life but not so much importance is attaphed to it 

as to a consideration of the problems facing the 

p.eople now on the fal"ms. Although there have been 

. numerous articles on the increasingly l~ge number 
73 

of abandoned farms, according to L. H. Bailey, 
r , 

editor of Country ~ill America, there has been 

more agitation than the situation really warrants; 

for, even in New England, where conditions were 

most acute, the farm homes ar~ being maintai:r1t.d. 

The 'away fr om the farm' tendency is oeing counte·r- · 
?4 

acted, in the opinion of C. J. Colden, who believ'es 

that city life is inferior to modern farm life. It 

is now possible for farmers to have the city con-

veniences which they need and at the same time to 

avoid the city annoyances. A growing realization ·of 

73. !!:.:. Abandoned Farms; Country Life in 

America, 1902. 

,?4. ~ ~ ~ .2! lli ~; Independent, 

} vol. LXXIII., p. 126. 
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the p·ossibility, together with education and proper 

recreation, will keep many more young people on the 

farm.· Other essayists disagree with this assumption. 
75 

.An editorial in the Nation well illustrates the dif~ 

ference.· Accordinglll' to it, there is fallacy as well 

as truth in the· view ·that farm life is being made more 

attractive than city life. The fallacy.lies in this; 

that while conveniences make country life ttmore en- .· 

durable" they increase the lure of the city where 

there are a greater· number. Horace Plunkett is quoted 
( . 
) . . . 

as believing that rural life has actually been ren-

dered more distasteful t~ough the introduction of ur-

ban pleasures and conveniences. The editor seems to 

feel that the suggested remedies are usually super-

ficial and that, if they are to prove adequate, they 
r ' 

must go deeper. They must arise from the feelings of 

the masses rather than from the efforts of "uplifters." 

This change will probably come, if it does .come, as 

a result of economic pressure •. On the other hand, Rob-
' \ 

i,75. Countrz ~ Pr-0blems, Nov. 18, 1909. 
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76 
ert W. Bru~re ~elieves that country life has.under-

gone- a transf,ormation. Unlike many writers, he at-

tributes the change largely to an awakened, vital-

ized church, to the Young Men's and Young Women's 

Christian Associations and other Christian institu-

tions which have in various places made successful 

attempts to meet the needs of the community social-

ly', intellectually·, economically and spiritually.' 
. 77 

E., P. Pressey. also thinks that a change is occur- . ·1 

ing but believes th~t it is due.·to a new conception 

of the .d_ignfty· of human labor, to an improved social 

life, and to· a ~oader rural .education. Charles W • 
. J ?8 
Harg?r finds an explanation of il!lproved rural con-

ditions in the· application of scientific methods 

which, he says, have revel utionized farm 1 ife. A . / . \ 

larger number of young men are constantly choosing 

agriculture as a profession, a most encouraging note 

for the .future of farming sections. The advance, ac-

77. ~Country Problem;. Independent, vol. LXXIII, 

p. 1308. 

78.· ~ ~ Farmins Generation in Essays for 
1 Coll ege English. 

76. ~Rural Reformation in Essays for Col---- - -· 1 ea_~ English. 
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cording to Mr~ Harger, is being made by the _younger 

gene-ration who, convinced of the· worth and. feasi bil-

i ty of new methods, are making farm life attractive •. 
,---

The country town is usuallye a~sociated with 

the rural rather ·than with the urban community. Its 

importance in ·our national· life is being more ,clearly 
I • \ 

realized. In a serious series of essays Mr. Harger 

discusses its significance in this connection. The 

country banker, he considers, has and deserves to 

have 1 a secure place in the life of the comrnuni ty. The 

banker himself is an important figure for he helps to 

initiate new enterprises, c~ries over others, helps 

the farmer at harvest time, and ~erforma other services 

of a similar nature which do much to make his own com-

79 t' ~ Countrz Banker; Atlantic MonthlY,,, 

v.or. CI, p; 1 ?4. 
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So too, the country editor is essential to a sound 
nati:onal life, but his service is naturally somewhat 
different. He is in closer touch with the people of 
his community ·than any city editor can, possibly be. 
He is a social factor, a political power. More than 
that, he is at the foundation of journalism and the 
soundness of public'opinion over the country depends 
to a large extent u-pon the integrity and wisdom of · 

80 
the country editor. The country store is another in-
sti tution which Mr. Harger considers an essential ele-
ment in our~democracy, for mail order houses and big 
city establishments can neve~ take the place of an 

81 
efficiently managed store in a li~tle country town. 
Frank Farrington sees in the country store an> oppor-
tuni ty for alert young men to bscome in.dependent and 

1
at the same time to be of real service in building up 

82 
th~ social life of the land. 

BO. ~ Country Editor 2.£ Today; Atlantic 

Monthly, vol. XCIX, p. 89. 

81. ~Country Store; Atlantic Monthly, 

vol. xcY.,; p. 91. 

82. rThe Countrv\Store: ~ Opportunity, ~----- ~ 
pendent, vol. LXXIII, p. 762. 
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Day by day the American people seem to realize 

more fully the existing need for a more closely unified 

community life. Many of the social evils and political 

abuses of our day are attributed.to the indifference 

and ignorance ·of the American people who have drifted 

apart ~s communities, have grown too large for general 

per~onal cont~ct. With a realization of this weakness 

has come an agi ta ti on for a greater socialization. 
' Theodore Roosevelt has advocated a greater civic help~ 

fulness, particularly on the part of such socializing 

agencies as the Young Men's Christian Association, 

settlement houses and traveling libraries.' More char-

acteristic of a 1ater phase of the movement, however, 
. 83 

is the demand for a civic centre. Woodrow Wilson has 

an admirable sketch of its growth and significance.' 

The civic centre has developed spontaneo~sly in re-

sponse to a felt need; it is essential to community 

life, especially in a democracy· where common feeling· 

83. ~ Sociah Centre: A Means .2.f. Common 

Under standing iii Essays f..<E. Coll es.e English. 
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is essentially important to free government .• C_on-

ference always modifies an~i improves thought, and 
. ' . 
the part~cipation of ~he people_ in such discussions 

will make the solut~on of great problems ·easier. -Ad-

justment is essential to liberty and enlightened con-

trol must take the place of management. Faith in the 

people is justified when they show themselves respon-· 

sible to this demand made upon them in ·the name of 
' , 

good g~vermnent. The social centre movement_/ is such 

a r.esponse and_as ·such is :fundamentally American. 

) This is Mr.-Wilson's appraisal of the movement.' Judge 
84 

Lindsey and George Creel urge its importance in ov-er-

, coming the social evils and see i~t in another :,·aspect, 

see it in conflict with special privilege. They point· 

out that our "invi.sible government," i·~·, special' 

privilege, has shown marked opposition to the use of 

public school buildings at night as social centres. 

, Why? Because they fear "the gathering of .People to-· 

gethe£, for such gatherings inevitably tend to the 

84. Wh~ ~ Children ~? ~ Houselrneping, 

August 1913, p. 169. 
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discussion of rights and wrongs, the nucleation of 
(; 

public sentiment and speedy assertion by the masses 

of their strength." 

In .connectio·n with this serious consideration 

of vital problems by the people themsel Yes the, integ-

rity of the press becomes more and more imperative. 
85 

·Rollo Ogden recognizes the growing importance of 

journalis~, and believes that the pre.ss_ as a whole is 

h ) 1 h 1't b k . . one st; _t at can e ept so because it is absolute-

ly dependent upon .subscribers and advertisers for its 

existence. It should represe~t the body of opinion in 

the community and has the opportunity to be. a great 

power for progress, if it is fearless. It is precise-
, 86 

ly in this particular that Brooke Fisher feels that 

in. part the press is failing~ Its dependence upon. , 

subscribers and advertisers has become servile. It is· 

commercialized and indulges in.platitudes, not real 

85. ~ ~spects .2f. Journalism; Atlantic 

.·Monthly' vol. XCVIII. 

86. ~ News_EaEet Industrl; Atlantic Monthly, 

vol. LXXXIX, P• - ?45. 
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issues; placates the people by harmless attacks; and 

devotes its energy to keeping the circulation at top-

notch. Originally, he admits, the editor of a news-

paper led in the formation of public opinion, but now 

too :(~equently,.news is discredited as mere "newspaper 

, talk," and as a result the community suffers. He con-

cl udea with a strong plea for sound, sincere newspapers 

to give the facts to· the people and to encourage a free 
), 

discussion of vital issues. 

Many writer.a have been disheartened by the 

social unrest and the preponderance of unfavorable 
' 8? 

criticism. George W. Alger feels that we have gone 

too far in· this direction, that th~ attacks have been 

made against individuals r·ather than the system.· Now 

he believes there is' danger of our being hardened in 

,. our sins and is positive that today we need re.cogni-

tion of merit and constructive instead of destructive 

criticism·. But many others see this discontent in a 

·.e'J·. 2~ Literature .9f. Exposure; Atlantic 

Monthll, vol. XCVI, p. 210. 
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different light. ·with his customary cheerfulness 
88 

Samuel McChord Crothers suggests that we are some-

times needlessly dis.couraged. We have so much done 

for us, we are so impressed by the great needs yet 

, unmet, that we see the weak points and fail to ~p

preciate the strong. He makes a still more comfort-
89. 

·ing suggestion when he calls the social agitation 

9f our day "a new aspect of our pioneer spirit," 

which comes not from demagogues but .from our. ideal-

istic youth who have no wilderness to tame. The Right 

Reverend Chauncey B~ Brewster, Bishop of Connecticµt 
90. 

in 1912, is no less ·optimistic. "We are,". he says, 

"coming to a more organic conception of society •••• 
\ 

Human 1 ife > however; im thus becoming more organical-

ly social, is not going to be less truly personal ••• 

It is to be hoped and reasonably ~o be expected .that 

~·the further process, the evolutionary correlation of 

89. !2. ~ 21£ School Citizen in Humantµ 

Speaking. 
( 

90. Movin~ _,:._Whither? Independent,, vol. LXXIII, 

p. 124. 

88. ~ S~oiled Children of Civilization, 
i,n Humanly S pe aki Df~. 
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. sociai element~ into a more corisci~usly and explic-

itly organic whole will not be mainly through gov-
.~ 

ernmental authority repressing per f30nali ty but 

through wholesome liberty of development wherein~ 

personality shall find fullest realization in s,ocial 

'·, relations. n Then• he catches a vision of the future 

with this principle applied to our life. "It would 

.mean," he writes., "the free play of personality in 
r 

its diversity of gifts and powers ••••••• It would 

mec.,n for organized lab,or less of tyrannous compul-

sion and more large minded leader ship. Capital and. 

· 1 ab or would recognize their mutual inter es~s and 

work together to solve their problems ••••. this may 
\ 

be seen as a dim outline of ~he kingdom of God. il 

Nothing else than that rulenof God's righteousness 

can suffice. It involves social 1relationship •.•••• 

It is a kingdom of persons. It alone affords deep 

foundation and high sanction for the democratic 

ideal in the equal solemnity of all human 1. ives, 

no~ithstanding any inequality in natural endow-

ment or outward future. u 

# 
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.CHAPTF.JH VI 

INTEHNATI01TAL RELNrIONS 

The United States has lived unto itself to a 

greater· extent than any other nation·of equal promin-

ence. With the passing of the years, however, it has 

come into increasingly close contact ~ith foreign 

countries. Through commercial and ·diplomatic relations 

its interests have been so closely linked' with the 

welfare and conduct of other nations that it can no 

longer hold aloof. The realization ·that the isolat~d 

life of the past is no longer possible has been ac-

comp~ni·e.d by numerous discussions as to what the at-· 

titude and poli-cy of· the United States should be for 
'91 

the future. H. D. Sedgwick takes a posit~on which is 

91. Nation~ 2 ~Decalogue; Atlantic 

llKqnthl~, vol •. LXXXV, p. 5??. 
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characteristic of the idealistic tendency of_ the 

American 'people. He believes that nations are bound 

by _the same moral laws which bind men individually; 

that no nation can ultimately succe.ed unless it 

-~places righte~usness above material well-being·and 

seeming progress. He recognizes the difficulties which 
' J -

the· Unfted Sfate s, ·or any nation, in fact·, must en-

counter in, str ~ ving to· carry out this. :policy under 

1 
existing conditions. As a solution he suggests a, 

world f~deration with the obliteration of national 

lines. The nations, he believes, have served their 

purpose; they have brought about. the organization of 

humanity and their work is done. Our present need, 

which cannot he met for many, many years to come, is 

a world society with universal sympathy and cooper a-
? 

tion, with the old national patriotism transformed 

into 1 hwnanftarianism. 1iffr. Sedgwick would have' the 

United States embrace this progr·am as its own and 

conduct its international negotiations so as to ad-

vance its adoption. 
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The relation of the United States to.other, 
v 

countries' is a popular subject for our essayists. As 

1
we grow more cosmopolitan our horizon v~idens and we 

see that foreign nations ,are real factors in our nat-

ional life. It follows naturally that we have develop-

. ed· a keen interest ir_i a study of our peculiar rela-

tions with the various countries. In~ Estrangin5 
92 

~ Agnes Repplier calls attention to the readiness 

of Americans to consider and frequently to accept. t~e 

,.ideas of other nati.ons. As we grow away from, our pro-

vincialism_ we lose our self-complacency and are ready 

to .give 'serious consideration to the benefits we may 

de:irive from a study of other lands.· As a result ·our 

chief interest is not in the ~ountries themselves but 

in the enlightmnrnent we may gain for oi.µ ... own guidance. 
7 

For instance, the decreasing birth rate in France has 

·been used by American writers to warn their people of 

the danger of race suicide. The English Courts have 

.be.en held up for emulation in America for the purpose 

92. Americans ~ Others. 
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of changing our judicial attitude so that ,equity 

would outweigh technicality and the "law's delay•• 

cease to be proverbial. Germany, too, has served 

us in much the same way. American writers have fre-
--

q u~ n tly turned_ there for illustrations of wisely con-· 

,structed social reforms ,and for examples of efficient 
" I 

school administration. But our lessons are not all 

oft, :th:ecpg±nts"'which~3We are. desired to. emulate. Mis-· 

taken policies of foreign countries have be~n point-

ed out that we may-avoid thel.r errors---the ;rnilitar-

ism of the -Fatherland. was severely critized and de-

signated as a peril which we mu.st avoid, l'ong before 

the Great War began. Our relations1 with England have 
93 

been unique. Thomas Wentworth Higginson believed that 

the old prejudice aroused by the rebellion of the col-

onies has been entirely outgrown by both parties so 

that now_ the relationship is sympathetic. Much un-

neces~ary difference of opinion existe on .._. ac-

93. English ~ American Cousins; Atlantic 

Monthll_, vol ... XCIIX, p •. 184. 

( 
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. count of ignorance on both sides but the feeling of 

kinship predominates. 'rhe similarity in tastes, the . ~ 

/ 

common literature and language, furnish the essay-

is,ts with many profitable themes. I_t is character-

istic of our ne.w se_lf-consciousness that we see all 

the.se countries chiefly~ in relation to our national 

life·. 

The Panama Canal has do·ne much to br ~ng us 

into diplomatic relations with many European nations 

and has .brought up. new ques'tions of policy. What treat-

ment tne United States should accord EnBland and oth~ 

e'r foreign nations as well, is the subject of Elihu \ 
. 94 

Root's able essay, The Panama Canal ! Sacred Trust. 

He call a our attention to the fact that in the Clay-

. ton-Bulwer Treaty the United States assumed obligat-

ions looking to. the future; that England, relying up-

on our int_egr i ty, gave up claims to the supposed east-

ern terminus of the canal. The Hay-Pauncefote Treaty. 

also declares for absolute equality of treatment of 

94, Independent J.· vol. LXXIV, p. 285. 
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.all nations, including the United States. Any sub-
/, " 

terfuge. such as.the coasting trade plea, is belit-· 

tling to our nation. •we must," concludes Nx. Root, 

_"put ourselves under the same rule, submit the ques-

tfon to arbi tr a ti on, or sully our record. as sincere 

advocates for the principle of arbi.tration." 
( 

In recent years our relationswith Japan have 

been rather delicate. The situ~tion has b~en made 

more acute by the intensity and diversity qf feeling 
. 95 

among our own citizens. Hamilton Holt blames the Am-
erican 'people for any: strained relations which may 

exist between the two countries. He asserts that Ja-

pan has lived up to her treaty of, 'friendship and 

trust with the United States· but that ~he latter has 
I 

failed to keep this same trust. To prove his last 

point he calls attention to 'the fact that we have in-

terfered with her home politics and have offered her 

an open affront by unjustly discriminating against 

95. Straining An Historical Friendship; 

Independent, vol. LXXIV, p. 9?5. 
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her emigrants to California~ He feels that we are in 
' '. 

danger, and ~ustly so, of losin~ her confidence and 

friendship on account of a "flimsy whim of a reck-
96 

less race prejudice." James D. Phelan, who was mayor 

of San Francisco from 1896 to 1902, disagrees entire-

ly with 1Vi!'. Holt, declaring that 0 the Japanese will 

not go and will not be absorbed. There is the :probl_em." 

He believes that they lower the standard of living and 
~ . 

drive out the native Americans. '11hey ai·e. not necessar-

ily inferior but they are manifestly undesirable. 

Their excl,usi on, he contends, is neither an insult 

nor injustice, in as much as they are not ~~eking an 

asylum a.nd bring with them the dan~er of race wa:i:. 

The relation between the United States and 

'the Philippines and Japan's re~l or possible r~lation 

to the two, have been the subject· for wild speculation, 

but arti.cles by such men as Jam.es s. Leroy have done 

much to bririg about a quiet intelligent consideration 
I 97 . 

. of the proposition. Ivir. ·Leroy is confident ·that there 

96. ~ Japanese ~uestion ~ ~ California 

Standpoint; Inde;pendent, vol. LXXIV, p. 1439. 

$?. Japan an.2: ~ Philippine Islands; Atlantic 

Mon thl:L: J vol • XCIX I p •r 24. 
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is no- danger now of an alliance ·between Japan and . ,, 
the Philippines. The latter vastly prefer the United 

Sta:t .. es and have secretly feared that she might 'nego:-
f 

tiate about them with Japan. He goes on .to say t'hat 

if,, in the future, .the Philippines want to make an 
. ' ., 

alliance with Japan .the, United States will have no 

real. gr.ou~d for. opposition, inasmuch as cooperation 

is what we want' ai:id need. 

This disc·u·ssi·on brings up the whole question 

of .the attitude of. the· United States toward colonial 

possessions and there are nearly as many op~nions as 
98 

there are writers. Alleyne Ireland, speci'al commis-

sioner from the University of C~icago in 1902, was 

of the opinion that the United States had egregious-

ly mismanaged.in the.Philippines, owing to narrow 

home politics and crass ignorance. The United .States 

has looked at the Islands from her own viewpoint in-

stead of theirs. As· a result the government there has 
) ~ 

'1111.a the· drawbacks but not the benefits of a demo era-

98. ~ United States in ~ Philippines; 

Atlantic Morithly, vol. XCIV, p. 577. 



tic form of government. He· co~sider s the people un-
') 

fit for self gov-ernment and there.fore does not fa-

vor the independence of the Islands, thus virtually 
I 

binding the United States to a policy of coioni~l 99 . . 
posses.sions. James s. Leroy finds .anciexplanation 

for the unfavorable political conditions in the Is-
lands' inheri:tance from the Spanish, who broke down 

the tribal form of government and transformed it in-

to a domineering ari stocr aey. The spirit of bossism 

ha·s always existed there and, although the Filipinos 

·are seekfng something better, bossism will continue 

until a good substitute can be found. In t~e mean-

time education is a great leaven working toward de-
. 100 - . 

mocracy. Mr. Leroy in another essay insists that 

the Philippine problem is a human problem; that.one 

of .the first steps forward must be the overcoming of 

race prejudice, which is largely unfounded and whol-

ly unjustifiable, and, finally, that we must culti-

99. ~ Spanish Inheritance .!.!! .th! Philip-

pines; Atlantic Monthl~, vol. XCV, p. 340. 

100.~J?rejudice -.!12 ~Philippines; ~

lantic Monthll, vol. XC, p. 100. 
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C'. 

vate human sympathy and avoid the antagonism of spir-
101 

i tual and mater.ial interests. Charles .A. Conant · be-

lieves that the Americans need to arouse the Filipin-
. Jj 

os from the apathy due to indifference or· usel~ssness 

of interest. The introduction of education is a par:.. 

tial solut~on but the economic future of the Philip-

ines depends u1 tiniately upon ~the United States which 

will be ~ecom~ensed for its efforts in having such 

valuable pas.sessions. ~t is evident that 11.ir. Conant 

favors a .colonial policy on the part of the United 

States. Many writers, however, do not believe it 

consistent for the· United States to pursue· such a pol-
102 

icy of colonial expansion. Richard Olney regarded 

the purchase of the Ph.ilippines a.s a serious mistake 

because it was out of harmony with our avowed belief 
103 

in self government. Bliss Per~y is convinced that 

101. ~ Economic Future .2f. ~ J?hilippines,; 

Atlantic Monthly~ vol. LXXXIX, p. 3~6. 

102. Growth 2.! E.l£:. Foreig£1']. Policy; Atlantic 

Monthly, vol •. Lµ:AV •. 

103. On Keeping ~ Fourth .2.£ Jull; Atlantic 

. Monthly, vol. XC, p. 1. 



to live up to i~s principles and ideals of democra-

cy, the United States must promise ultimate inde-

pendence to the Filipinos. 
cl 

') 

During the period of political revolution and 

civil war in Mexico,. attended as it has been with loss 

and annoyance to foreign 1

inter~sts, a vigorous discus~ 
r J 

sion of the.duty of the United States has proceeded. 

Some,like Co~onel Roosevelt, have advocated interfer-· 

ence. Other favor no~-intervention.as a matter of prin-

ciple or ,as ran expedient course that the ·confidence of 
{ 

the ·south American couhtr-ies may be retained. Increased 

importance is consta~tly being attac.ed to the main-

tainance of mutually friendly relations between the 

United States and the other American republics. John 
loll 

W. Foster recognized the progress we have made in 

this direction through our honest diplomatic relations 

·and the evidence· of our good intentions. He consider-

ed the Pan-American Conference an excellent means for· 

increasing the good feeling but at the same time he 

104. ~-American·Diplomacy; Atlantic 

.Monthly, vol. LXxxix, p. 482. 
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insisted that· our policy of justice has been, and 

will continue to be the great factor, in creating and 

maintainirtg their confidence in us. Although this es-G 
r' say was written some time before the situation be-

·' came so perplexing in ·Mexico, it remains typical of 

the most. popular tho~ght on the subject. 

Following the outbreak of the Great Wa:r the 

Mexican que·stion gave place to a consideration of the 

best policy/ for the United States to pursue in view 

of the upheaval in .Europe. What cotirse the ·united 
I 

States should follow in its diplomatic relations with. 

the warring nations ·has b~en a moat point.·Some 

writers have asserted that it should have voiced its 

protest against the infringement of The Hague trea-

ties and the disregarding of the neutrality of Bel-

g.i~ by joining forces with the~ allies. Others have 

criticised. what they term the "uncertain, aimless 

course 0 which diplomatic affairs have taken. Still 

others have' commended warmly the policy of strict 

(neutrality and.slowness to take offense, which has 

been vexatious to some. 
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In spite of the divergence of opinion as to 

what the United States should do in given instances 
. ' \ 

all are united on what the general. character of our 
105[, 

diplomacy __ should be. :H'rancis C. Lowell rejoices in 

the fact that our di~lomats are men of character and 

ability, men who are "in sympa tby with the idealistic 

tendency of otir international dealings. One of the 

strong points of the American diplomat•, he believes, 

ia his habit of appe?-ling to the people, thus giving 

proof of our democratic convictions and al so inc~eas-

ing the good feeling between nations. In discussing· 
.. 106 

~Right ~ Wrong £>..!. ~ Monroe Doctrine; Charles 
, . - I 

F. Dole gives some of the distinguishing cha.racteria-

t_ics ·of the American ideal of diplomacy. The diploma-

cy of the United States must be based upon justice to. 

both. parties; unfair advantage~~ for the United States 

must not b~ considered. He ·applies this idea to the 

Monroe Doctrine, the substance of which was original-
\ 

ly·, he believes, opposed .to the establishment of man-

105. Am.erican ~iJ)lomacy; Atlantic Monthly, 

vol. XCVII. 

106. Atlantic Monthly, vol. XCV, p •. 56?. 
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a.rchies in America and to· the aggression of European 
powers. Since neither of' these dangers now exists, he 
sees no ground on which the United States can contin- ··~ 

ue to hold the Monroe .Doctrine and at the same· time 

be true to its ideals. ~here is absolutely no excuse 
( f9r the suggestion that the United States exert a 

suzer.ainty over/all the Americah nations,· for such a 
course would~ be imperialistic and·in flat opposition 
to.human freedom and American ideals. The ideal of di-
p~omacy is in bri~f orie of openness, franknes~ and· 

l -

good will, actuated by a desire for .justice to all 

P.arties and special privileges to ·none. It is upon 

this basis of good faith that the United States has 

obtained recognition and won the confidence of the 
world a.s to its honorable intentions and fair dealings. 

# 
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, PART II. 

PHOBLEMS UNIVEHSAL IH SCOPE 

'. 
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CHAPTER I 

CAPITAL AND LABOR 

\}Ti th. the passing of the frontier. and the 
I 
1 ·,·growth of ~the great commercial· organiza~ions, the re-

lation between capital and labor has assumed a new 
~ 

and ·,vital importance in the minds of the American 

people •. The social· value of wealth, the legitimate 

uses to which capital may be put, the responsibility 

, which it should assume, are a few of the questions 

which arise on the one hand. On~ the other, such ques-

tions as the value of labor to' society, the ·rights 

' ' of the workers, the recompense which should be labors' 

due, the debt of sqciety to labor, come up for consid-

eration. But ;the most perplexing question of all is 

how to maintain, under the n~w economic c~nditions, 

the old social solidar_ity which hitherto has charac-

t~r~zed tur democracy and prevented the development 
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of fixed classes. As class lines become more distinct 

the o~portun~~Y for persortal contacit lessens, and, as 

a result, there is an absenee of that· sympathetic hu.:;. 

man ~elation which makes for amicable adjustment of 

differences. This point is particularly emphasized by 
. 107 . 

Hayes Robbins · who belf'eves that the pet~sonal factor 

w~11· ai ways be important, that even with the advent 

or corporatfons ft cannot entirely disappear •. and that 

if .recognized and utilized it will help solve many 

pr obl'ems. A, willingness to work together for ·_justice 

l~ssens the danger of disruption, ~nd personal contact 

?f capital and labor will fo,ster such a spirit·. The!'.e-

fore, IVf:r. Robbins believes, we do no~ need to discov-

er ar.new panacea but only to "re-discover ea.ch other." 
t 

Perhaps some such idea of giving an insight 
I . 

into the problems and temptations of the two classes 

has led to the discussion of each alone. But under-

nea.th and more fundamental than these problems aris-

ing.from class distinctio.ns are those of absolute 

107 •. ru Personal ] 1actor in the Labor Problem· -- , 
Atlantic Monthly., vol. XCIX, p. '729. 



·,right or, wrong which ~o.lt..b>~t_he very foundation of our 

economi'c syst_em., In the fir st place·, does' anyone hav·e 
.r 

' "') •, 

·a right to property? Some contend that govern~ent own-
L· 

er·ship is the only just arrangement. Howeyer, Henry 
108 

Van Dyke voices the common sentiment when he says 

that the right to property is recognized by Christian-

'i ty, if the property is acquired justly. J. Lawrence . ' 109: . . ' 
Laughlin feels that hostility· toward large fortunes 

·is not decreasing but that this attitude is partly due 

to prejudice. He considers discrimination- essential to 

sound judgment for, as he indicates, wealth may be 

honestly acquired and dishonorably. spent J and .!ill 
versa. In the second place, how should wealth be dis-

tributed? This question has attracted much attention, 

. espec"ially on account of the agi ta.ti on by writers of 
110 

a socialistic tendency •. Thomas. Nixon Carver pre-

108. Propertl ~ Theft, ~Essays !!! ~i-. 
cation, p. 183. 

109. Large Fortunes; Atlanti.£_ Monthly, vol • 

. XCVI , p. 4 0 • 

110. !!.2!r. Ou5ht Weal th 12 ~ Distributed?; 

Atlantic Monthl~, vol. XCVII. 
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sent·s the three theories of the distribution of 

wealth, which' he designates: the anistocratic, fav-
c,,h 

' oring a certain group; the socialistic 1 basing dis-' 
( l,_ 

tr i but ion upon need; and the democractic or liberal-

'ist~c, basing distribution upon productivity, use:ful-

ne~~ or worth. He considers the last best because 

service would be made the basis of distribution. In 

order to safeguai·d the rights of all he would have a 

, standard set for survival, close all harmful .and par-

asitic ind us tries by law, and then let individuals, 

not officials, determine the reward .for service. 

The harmful effects of corporation business, 

of concentrated capital, have been so frequently 

pointed out that some essayists have been impelled 

to show the extenuating circumstances and others ca.11 

our attention 1 to genuine benefits. Such a writer is 
111 

Henry A. Stimson · VTho pl ea~ds that the millionaire 

is not entirely to blame for his disreg~·d of human 

right~. When power is given it is difficult not to 

111. ~ Millionare's Peril; Atlantic Monthly, 

vol~ XCIV, p. 830. 
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use it selfishlj. More than thatJ the millionaire on 

the board ·of directors has ·his conscience suppressed, 
' • .r' 

, .· .. . ~·" ·:for he ··is not act"ng as an individual. Having' entered ( 

into a competitive str.uggle without perso-nal responsi-

_bil·i°ty, his mora,l se.ns¢ become·s confused and blunted. 
.. . i / 112 

Edward· Alisworth Ross recognizes the truth of Mr. 
Stimson's diag'nosis of the effects of no personal re-

sponsibility',' and calls it 'sinning by syndicate~' He 

believes that men ·are improving in their perso_nal re-

lations but that th~ ·control of business and industry 

~ s becoming .imper s~nal •. The effect of the latter ten...l 

dency is· most disast~ous becaus~ corporate .sinning, 

·more than any other sinning, alienates social classes. 

He would overcome the anonymity of the corporation by 

fixing on t~~ .directors themselves personal responsi-

bility' .for their corporate sinning• One of the writers 

who would have us realize the value of the capitalist 

112. ·sinning .!2l, Syndicate; Atlantic Monthly, 
.. 

vo1. C, ·p. 530. 
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class is· Charles A· Conant. He desires that we re-

, cognize the s.ervi.ces performed by ·the perfected me-
""'--l 

chanism of modern finance, esp~cially t~e use of ·ne-
r 

gotiable securities which represent a large pcirt of 

- the public wealth, make possible big industrial under-

takings, and hence lower the cost of production. Such 

investment o{ wealth he regards as one of the most po-
.) 

tent factors in the progress of modern society. 

The r~ghts of labor are receiving increased 

attention, p~rtly t!µ;ough an aroused public conscience 

and partly through the efforts of organized labor. It 

is regarded as one of the signs of mater_ ial advancement 

in 0 1ur civilization· that the average man, the work-

ing man, is receiving more consideration than in the 

. past~ At the same time he is being exploited a~ nev-

er before, owing, no doubt, to''our excessively rapid 

econ~fuic development. The situation, as usually ·por-

trayed·, is this: The rights of labor are theoretical°'."· 

113. The World's. Wealth in Negotiable Secur-
---~.-...... ..._ ---.-. .., 

ities; :~.ttantic I~onthll_, vol. CI, p. 9?. 
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ly recognized and practically ignored. George W. Al-
114 

, ger gives a typical survey of the anomaly. "The 

:principal difference between ttle working people and 
( 

the courts lies in the marked tendency of the courts 

, to .guarantee to the. workman an academic and theoreti-

cai liberty which he does not want, by denying him 

indust+ial rights to which he thinks he is ethically 

entitled." This is the whole situation-•-the workman 

feels that he has been ~iv~n .counterfeit, not real li-

berty. Mr. Jqger ascribes the workers'· discontent with .. 

the law to the fact that it guarantees individual and 

not social or· indus'trial freedom. The labor :program, 

·Mr. Alger believes,\ resolves itself into a demand for 

recognition and protection, and, at the same time, 

er eati on by 1 aw of the workers' economic rights. 

The place and value of' labor unions have 

been subjects for bitter dissension but unionism is 

114. Some Equivocal Righ~ .9.f. Labor; Atlantic 

Monthl,Y, vol. XCVII 1 
I 
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now generally accepted and more attention.is bein~ 

,given to the justness of their demands. The 'closed 

shop' and strikes are two of Yhe principles which 
I) 

have been most scathingly criticized. Yet even they 

have found defenders who insist that the 'closed 

shop' is essential to the welfare of the laboring 

class as a whole; and that the strike is.- the only 

weapon which lab~r can wield against strongly en-

trenched capital. The 'closed shop' plan seems to 

be mo.re thor9ughly. disliked from an economic view-

. point than any other demands of the union. Charles 
115 

.J•. Bullock · declares that the acceptance ·of the 

closed shop would lead· to a revolution in our lav1 

and econo~ic policy. Labor has no more right to 

govern a man's course than capital has; and if a man 

is not allowed to sell his labor himself only the 

government should dictate. "The closed shop, "concludes 

Mr. Bullo9k, "tends to be monopolistic -and is rnani-

115. ~ Closed §..hon; Atlantic Monthly, 

.vol. XCIV, ... p. 433. 
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festly unfair to 'scab' labor, even though it may 

sometimes be essential to the life of a union. The 

preferential system, whereby v"'pther things being 
) 

equal, a union man i~ given preference tb a non-union 

mari, seems to be the most :popul.ar solution yet· offered. 

·Movements to improve the industrial and social 

conditions of, the laboring classes are manifold, and 

American writers are doing much to create a stro~ger 

public sentiment fayoring the immediate adoption of 

certain reforms and impro'vements. The pension system 

is among the.most popular of 'these measures and has 

re'ceived serious consideration by many of .our most 
116' ' 

prominent men. Louis D. Brandeis declares- that our 

nation is "becoming a nation of employees and that, 

\ consequently, we must make provision for incapaci ta-

ted and superannuated wage-earners. Their contribu-

tion to society entitles-them to consideration, and 

a pension is' the most practical means of giving them 

their due. l\/.ir. Brandeis severely denounces the usual 

116. Q!:!E. ~ Peona~: P.iscretionar~ PensiOQ~; 

Independent, vol. LXXIII, p. 18?. 
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voluntary pension_system on the ground that.it cre-

'ates a kin'd of peonage by making the employ~e absol- · 
~\, 

utely dependent upon· the will or whim of the ernpl oyer c. 
)\ 

· and .. by pl acing him in a po.si ti on where he cannot 

leave' without ·iosing all. Such a c'ondition is under-

mining in~ustrial liberty. Mr.· Brandeis, however, pre-

sents .. a constructive plan al so. -"Every pension system~' 

he states, "should be contributory and cooperative ••• 

Upon these· general lines consistent with individual 

liberty and industr·ial democracy, the American pen-

sion system should be developed. 0 

It is encouraging to note that there is a 
' movement on the part of the employers to meet these 

117 
needs of labor. Ida M. Tarbell has made a study of 

'these attempts and in a series of articles, ~ ~

en Rule in Business,· has summed up ·the results of her 
----~ ..... 
observations. "It is hardly too much to· say," she 

writes, "that these new industrial i~eas a~e produc- · 

11?. ~ Golden ~~ .!.n Business; American 

·Magazine. 
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ing an entirely new type of employ~r; ·one who is. al-

most as much of an educator as he is a maker of things; 

almost, as much a friend of men,lias he is a ·'boss.' How 

to Reep men and women well and happy is part of his 

business.u 

· 'rhe outlook for the future seems propitious. 

Even in the growing i~fluence of wealth Thomas Went-
' 118 

worth Higginxon finds proof of progress. The aris-

tocracy of wealth is supplanting that of birth. It 
\ 

includes more people and 'will have its day' only to 

give. place to a more 'democratic aristocracy.'• Such 

is Mr •. Higginson•s interpretation of a condition 

which has been a source of great anxiety to many. 
119 

William Allen White believes that the base of our , 

civilization on which we must rise or fall is the 

practical Christian living of the people in their 

daily 1 i·ves. Our aggrandizement of weal th will not 

118. ~ Ar i.s to er ac:>: .Qf. 1h!:_ Dollar; Atlantic 

Monthll, vol~ XCIII, p. 506. 

119. The Golden/~; Atlantic Monthl;z, 

vol. XCVI, p. 433. 
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be overcome until the :prosperous de'al honestly with 

1 the poor. And this ·is the basis upon which clear-sight-
'• 

ed men are basing the solutn:m of the problem of capi-. 
5) 

tal and lab or • 

# 



CHAPTER II 

THE FAMII,Y 

129 

Forme~ly the· family could be separately stud-

ie,d but today it is inextricably connected with 1 ife 

in it,s (most Y
1
a.;-ied aspects• The industrial and social 

changes which are transforming our national life are 

.exerting a powerful, but ,not necessarily beneficial 

influence upon the home. The entrance of women into 

economic life, the· increased cost and higher stand-

ard of living, and tne longer period required for 

professional training haye all played their .part in 

making the family an object of serious study., 

Many believe that these changes are under-

~ining family life and, therefore, are a menace to 
120 

society as a whole. Winston Churchill, in discus-

120. Q!E. Common Sense Marriages; Good House-- ---
keeping, July, 19~3, p. 53. 
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sing 21:!E. Common Sense Marriages, asserts that the 

'root of the trocible lies in'a materialistic view 

of life, both on the part o:t; the man whose amb:l-, . r ~. 

tions are financial and on the part of the woman 

whose ambi tj.ons are social. Worldly wisdom has been 

too much· with us. According to the commonly accept-

ed view, "Every young man and woman should know, if 

they have been 'sensi bl'y t brought up or if they 
I 

have acquired worldly wisdom from a contemplation 

of .those who have ·•got on' in life,· that ma:t:ried 

happiness consists.in being so~ewhat better off than 

·one's neighbors; .in having fewer children; fewer re-

sponsibilities and more money, more luxuries and au-

tomobiles.·•• In addition to this desire to be free 

·from the responsibility of children ·and to enjoy a 

luxurious· life is· the wish cherished by others to 1 

avoid eveii the responsibility of matrimony,the man 

preferring to maintain the freedom of his bachelor 

quarters'and the woman preferring to retain her in-

dependence or perhaps.her profession. 
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It ~s in connection wit~ women of the latter 

class that the feminist movement is receiving the 

most attention. Many conserv:ati ve writers seem to be-
, 1 r 

lieve that a serious mistake is being made, that the 

women· a.re turnl:ng aside from the noblest course. 
121 

Agnes Repplier censures them, saying that they are 

contenting the'msel ves with petty triumphs instead of 
. . . 122 

seekin~ the great ends of life. Again she condemns 
.\ 

the radical feminist assertion that man is the infer-

ior on the ground that.such a suggestion is t?-nfounded, 

and that it is worse than useless. The movement of wo-

men, as a class, from the home is decidedly unpopular. 

·some of the writers attribute this attitude to preju-

dice, other.a to keen insight into attendent evils, and 

still others to an intuitive belief that woman's place 

is in the home. 

Activities which center. around the home are 

more popular. The Club woman's work is being recog-. 

121. ~Caesar~ Nihil in In The Dozy Hours. ------
122. A Curious Contention in .!ll ~ Dozl Hours. 
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seem 
nized in many ways. Writers eager to approve any work 

" of social betterment, such as a city beautiful cam-

paign, or a pur~ food fair, and the magazines abound 
1 

in articles on the clubwomen's achievements along these 

·lines. Even the" suffrage \question is discussed mainly 

from the viewpoint of_ the family. Its advocates urge 

its.adoption on the ground that, through the mother's 

increased knowledge of public.life and ·through the 
\ 

improved social conditions due to her vote, the faro-

ily life ·would be mad.e happier and safer. The. oppon-

ents of woman suffrage condemn it on the ground that 

it could not accomplish these reforms; or that women 
~ 

should not be expected to assume the· responsibilities 

of suffrage when they have that special and,"nobler 

work in home, the rearing of children and the train-

ing of good citfzens for the coming_generation •. This 
; 

last is the position assumed by Lyman Abbott in his 

essay, Ylhy Women J2.9. .!i£i !.filli ~ Suffrage. El.izabeth 
123 . 

McCracken is opposed to suffrage 

123. Woman Suffra~e ill~ Tenements; Atlantic 

Monthl~, vol. XC:e£i p. ?50. 
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that, in the tenements at~least, the women are so ov-

1er burdened tha,t they cannot take time for .politics. 

Thus, the suffrage question, also, is discussed in its 
. -~~ 

relat~on to the family and family lif~. 

In a study of·_the American family one is im-

pressed by the pre~alence of divorce. This tendency 

toward legal 'separation has alarmed man~ peo'ple. Some 

see in its rapid _in~rease the disintegration of the 

home and the bonsequent de~oralization of society. 

Others regard it as the result of less rigorous relig-

ious beliefs and a general lowering of spiritual stand-

ards. Still others believe that it is due .to the new 

·economic status of woman who. can now support ·herself 

and is, therefore, free to live her own life·. 

The maintainance of a home and the rearing of 

a family are two questions kept constantly before the 

public; for there is a growing realization that fewer 

people are marrying, that marriages occur later in 

life and that the birth rate is decreasing. The last 

seems to be the subject of greatest anxiety and comes 

up most ,frequently for d~scussion. Ethel Wadsworth 
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124 
Cartland charges the native born American women 

'of the old stock with failing to do their share in 
( 

building up the race. The average number in a fam-
, a r J 

ily; two children, she condemns as far too low.· The 

cause o~· thi·s~vdeplorable condition. sh.e finds in the 

aelfish~ess, laziness, fear, and love of pleasure 
• c' 

whi·ch distract the attention of women and lure them 

from their duty.·The excusa.that wbme~ need this wi-

der, freer e~istence she disfuisses. with the trench-

ant remark that their lives inay be wider--.;.but are ' ' ' ,. ·( 

undoubtedly shallower·. She makes a strong plea for 

consecrated ·mothers who will welcome their respon-

si bi.li ties a:t?-d desire as large families as are con-
125 

sistent with hearth and vi'tali ty. Theodore Roosevelt 

-strikes the same note when he says that Americans 

need to'realiz~ that they are shH·king their duty in 

rearing small families. He feels that our nation's 

124. Childless .&mericans; Outlook; vol. GV, 

p. 585. 

125. Twisted Eugenics; Outlook, vol. CVI, 

P• 30. 
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welfare depends on the peopl~' s realization ,of their· 

neglect in this particular 'and on their willingness to 

, assume the responsibilities of parenthood; for,·,. one 

cause of race deterior~ktion may be traced to a low 

birth rate amo~g the best educated classes. He sees 

a second danger also, .naJneiy, that other races will 

i:q.evitably dominate unless we do our part in building 

up the race both in.numbers and character. 

The._ training_ of children is a problem of re-

C?gnized moment, especially as child psychology is 

better under stood. One of the pr·imary needs ·here is 
126 

voiced by Ella Wheeler Wilcox when she s~ates that 

the importance of' parenthood is unrealized, that nei- ' 

ther fathers nor mothers appreciate 1 ftllly the great 

~esponsibilities which they have assumed. So common 

are these essays which point out the failures of the ? 

parents and their duty to their children, and those 

which emphasize the rights· and privileges of childhood 
[\ 

126. ~High Callins .2f.1Fatherhood ~ ~ 

High Callin~ .2! Motherhood in ~ ~ 

Common-sense. 
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r 1 ~~? 
that ·Agnes Repplier half satirically writes in be..:· 

r 

h~lf of parents, urging that, their importance should 

al so be recogni~~~d and valued. Nevertheless, ·th'e;re ·., 
I" 

seems to be a,general~feeling t~at cqnditions in the 

family are not what ·they should be. Anna·· C. Rogers 

points out ·a .number of reasons why American mothers 

fail .. The -American: mother fails, she believes', be-

cause she. do.es not use her mind eno~gh, because she . 

does not keep a close comradeship with her children, 
. - ' 

\ 

because· she leaves them wit~- ignorant nurse girls· 

and.to unsuitable amusements;,,and th_e failur~e con-

tinues fro~ generation to gene~ation becaus~ the 

.mother fails to instill in her daughter the~dignity 

of m6therhood and··in her. son the responsibil~ty of 

ci_tizenship. 

Eugenics is a phase of afamily conservation 
128 

movement. Theodore Roosevelt advocates it freely, 

with only the reservation that it shdul~ never be 

127. In Behalf E!, Parents in .!.!! Dozy. Hours.· 

J12.B'. Twisted Eugenics. 



made to encourage men to. va.lu~ life above all else. 

Charles Sheldon •. _also. is an ardent supporter of the 

eugenic movement and has written much to popularize it • 

. Ali in all 1 th~ family is no longer regarded 

as independent of outside influences; _it is now seen 

and realized that such questioris as eugenics, divorce, 

city ·conditions'. business and social. ideals' "all en-

ter into th:e very fiber of family life_ and that n~ 

one can avoid- meeting these problems who assumes the 

responsibility of a home •. l'here is a serious need.of 

a greater ·sense of responsibility. yet-we may hope 

for and expect an improved family life. 

# 

• f 
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CHAP'rFR III 

PEACE · AJ>ID WAR 

Previous to the outbreak of the "Great Wa:r" 

the .American ~agazines were full of articles by pro-

minent writers discussing the probability of unbroken 
.,,. ' 

peace. the menace of ~ili tar i srh:~ ;;a:pdJ th~ ad.:vi sabi]Ji ty 
. . . 

of a non-militaristic policy for the United States. 
129 -

In 1912 David Starr Jordan · wr.ote that v1ar was be-

coming impossible ori accotint of its increasfng dead-

liness and costliness'. The following .year in discuss-
130 

ing The 1ImEossi ble Y@£.. · he still held the same. con-

clusion. "What shall we say, tt he asked, 0 of the great 

War of Eur ope, ever threatening, ever impending~ 

and which never comes. Humanly speaking, it is 

129. Foreclosi.~g. the Mortt3age .Q.,U War in 'Nar ~ 

Waste. 

130. IndeEendent, vol. LXXIV, p. 467. 
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im1)ossible; not in the physical sense of course for 

with weak, r.eckless and, godless men nothing evil is 

impossible •••• : ••• But accident aside, we shall expect 

no war·"~ Why.? Becaµse1 the risks are t'oo great, the'·. 

expense too enor_mous, ~nd the common man, who now 

has a wo~d to say, is being educated against war. 

Time has pro"'J'e'd his· opinion wrong. 

T.he growlng con,riction that war was soon to 

be a thing Df the past did not.prevent a free and 

rather;full discussion of its favorable and- unfavor-
{ 

able eff.ects. However, not even its c:tJ.ampions have 

endorsed it without 'qualification. Theodor~ Roose-
131~ 

velt. insists that wa:r must not be condemned simply 

because it is wa:r but t4at one must look. to the mo-

tives actuating the. participants and to the effect · 

of the s:.tr.:uggl.e:.. 
_p_ , 

Godwin Smith answers the argument that war r... . 
is a moral tonic, ·a quality which the great American. 

· 131. ~ Peace .2.f. Righteousness; Outlook, 

vol. CV. P• 9l?r 
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132 
psychologist artd philosopher, William James; .re-

cognized in its f-avor. ,uwa:r, 0 he says, "is not just-
' 

tifiable as a moral medicine. It brutalizes instead." 

He bases his conclusion upon the effec~ of pitting 

man against mart; on the hatred engendered toward the 

.enemy;· on the placing of power aboye ·righteousness • 

. In t·he face of such effects, t_he .increased patriot-

ism, ~town· out o~ increased hatred; ~he· greater dar-

ing grown out of constant exposure to danger; and 

the chastened spiri-t of tli.e ·people won through loss 
I 

·and ·suffering; all of these together cannot begin to 
I 

turn the balance in favor .of war. rrhe 'moral argun1ent' 

has lt.eceive.d little but ·condemnation in America. 

The real cost of war is another phase· of the 

problem which is attracting much attention. David 
133 

Starr Jordan . emphasizes the co st .in men. Wa:r, in 

hi;; opinion, always rnea.ns waste, and the highest 

132. YfE. E:]. ~ Mor al Medi cine; A tl antic 

:Monthly, vol. LXXXVI, p. 735. 
-133. War and Was·te. -----
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pr1ce rriust .be paid in men, :particularly in • strong 

man. Society, therefore, suffers, for the strongest 
I 

,instead" of the weakest are destroyed by war. Charles 
134 v':, JJ \' 

w.· Bullock• while not disagreeing with President 

Jordan, writes ~·fr om a different viewpoint. After call -.. 
ing attenti·on to .. the fact that war entails moral, 

political·, and,- social costs, he takes up the econo- · 
{ 

mic cost for_ especi~l consideration. Nation~l debts, 

he explains,-were invented when war imperatively de-

manded more money. He shows -further that, al though 
I 

neither in E'Urope or America is taxation the entire 

cost of wa:r ,, the greater proportion of taxes go to 

armament. Nor is e~onomy possible under the present 

system; He believes that if the people ·knew the cause 

of heavy taxation war would lose in favor. 
\ 

'rhe fear of war leading, as it 'does·, to mil-

i tar ism, is recognized as a: source of great. expense 
.135 

and dangeF. Dav.td Starr Jordan declares that this 

134.· ~ ~ ~ ~; Atlantic Monthly, vol. XCV, 

135. ~ Perennial Bogz .£! JJE:.. in ~ ~ Waste. 
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.f.M.. 
bogy of· v1ar is frighting us into unjustifiable expen-· 

" 
ditures for military ptirposes. Only enlightened pub-

,~ic opinion can free us from this unfounded fear. Be-

fore the European war 'began President'' Jordan's pos1-

ti on was typical of the general belief. 'l'oday the mil -

i tari st~c tendency seems to be. unqualifiedly condemn-

ed ·by· almost all ·Of our writers, but many of. them feel 

that the United 'States must make more adequate prepar-:-
rl36 

a ti on· for defense. Theodore Roosevelt presents the 
advocates. He says that while preparedness · 

usuaL argum~nt of t~e preparedness/\ does not ·always 
~ 

insure peace,. it does tend to aver .:t war; and al so, 

that ''at present· adequate preparedness aga~nst war of-

fer a t9 ·9ur nati9n its sole guarantee against wrong 

and aggression. It 

A theory of war as based on something else 

than _political aggrandizement appears to be winning 
13?· 

favor. Brooks. Adams s-01_,. the theory that. war is only an 

136. America---.2!1 Guard; ·Everybody's, Jan-

uary 1915, P• 120. 

13?. Rec'inrocitl~ ~Alternative; Atlantic 

Monthlz, vol. LXXXVIII J P• -1143. 
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extreme phase of economic competition is gaining re-. 

cognition. The United States has suddenly become e-

conomically ~,_aupr .. erne. It has hemrne~ in all Eur o:pe and, 

t:Q.erefore, ·a perrnanen~ equilibrium w~ll not be se~ 

cured w:ntil the United States is recognized or over-

thro\vn. It must f_ight or. compromise· on reciprocity. A 

year, or so later when the agitation for 'peace and ar-
. .138 

bitration and peace ideas wllrc strong, Mr. Adams 

carried his t?eory 'still farther. Hllinan des'tiny, he 

maintains, has been wrought out -through war .• People 

have deceived themselves about peace. It is really 

enervating. Arbitration will never work when the moot 

point 'is of sufficient .. :ilnportance. The United States 

must -fac.e the facts. Its· economic su:p~ emacy makes it 
..... 

a rival of the whole wor;Id. It can arm and so be 

ready, o:r it can_ elect peace 'and leave the future to 

chance. But, if it is determined to hold its present 

economic position, war is inevitable. Such is Mr. 

138. Economic Conditions !..2::. Futt~e Defense; 

Atlantic Monthll, vol. XCII, p. 6~5:'.. 



Adams' belief and upon it he would have our nation 

pl'an its course. 

While such theories of the necessity or, in-

evitability of war are gaining influence there is a 

counter-movement which presents a more optimistic 

and ennobling conception of mankind. When such theo-

ries. ,as the economic necessity of .war are pressed 

back far enough·, it becomes evident that they are 

founded on the belief that man is supremely selfish; 

that the Ratisfaction of his own needs and desires 

is the one aim of his life. Such a position is_ not 

in harmony with a belief in the spiritual nature of 

man~ If it be correct the effort to improve the 

world is futile. ahd the agitation.for peace~a mere 

waste of energy. However, there are many men who have 

a ~ifferent interpretati9n .of life and who ,find a 
139 

different explanation for w~. William James says 

that "men are born with warlike instincts, that they 

139. Remarks il ~ Peace Banquet; Atlantic 

Monthl~, vol~ XCIV, p. 845. 
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love the glamor of war, the excitement, the movement, 

.and the conflict. The r·eal cause of war is, in his· 

opinion, the fact that "the people want war. rt is 

the final bo'Quet of lffe's fireworks." War is not in-
" evitable, he be~ieves, .but no radical cure is possi-

ble, for the 1 ove of fighting is ins.tincti ve a.nd the 

admiration _for, war. has been instilled in our minds 

for centuries~ We must use preventi thre rnedicine, he 

concludes, w~ must create a sentiment agai~st brute 

force, we must build up precedents for peace, edu-

cate in all people a sense of responsibility and make 

·reason stronger • 

. In working out .this educational program many 

mifferent measures'have been suggested. Samuel T. Dut-
140 

ton describes the work done by such organizations 

· as tp.e ·Japan Society, the Scandina"J'ian Society and 

the Pa~-American.Society, all of which are working to 

create _more sympathetic and intelligent relations 

. 
140. ~ Federation .2f Peace; IndeEendent, 

_vol. LXXIV, ~P·, 183. 
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among ihe different countries. He advocates the fed-
,, :;, 

era ti.on of these yarious forces with the hope that 

their work might thus be made more extensive and: more 

effectfve. 

Arbit:r:,ation is another method of settling di~-

ficul ties without resor.t to arms, a method which is 
;141 

.gaining a.foothold according to Benjamin·F~ Trueblood. 

He sees thre"e stages in its development:· first, theo-

retical justification; second, application to real 

cau.ses and cases, by the Uni t'ed States and. Mexico for 

instance; third, organization into a perma~ent and 

c~!nplete system which 'shall bri-ng within ~ts scope 

the whole range of international differences and con-
/ 

flipts_. When this stage is reached, war, though not 
• ' I 142 

impossible,, will be under the ban. William H. Taft 

·regards arbitration as the first step toward permanent 

peace. He does not believe that the world will be free 

from war for years to come but he does belie,ve pregress 

141. ~Hague Conferences~~ Future of 

Arbi tr a ti on~. 

142. ~ Problem of International Peace; In-

dependeni, vol. LXXIII, p. 649. 



is being made , and The Hague 'rr i bunal is important 
) 

as a:. pr1ecedent in s.~tarting a substitute for war. Its 

.success depends upon the willingness of the nations 
- . " . . "\ . . to submit questions of1 vital importance to the Court 

and then .to abide by its decision, for a court of ar-

bitration cannot be made a significant factor in in-

ternational. life.,· unless real risks are tciken. 

A thi~d scheme, to work in connection with 

arbitrationr has found many advocates, including 

. Hamilton Holt, edi~or of the IndeJ?endent. The pro-

posed measure is a league to enforce peace. President 
143 . 

A. Lawrence Lowell defends this as the oply feasi-

ble plan to be seen at the present time, although he 

admits that it ·is crude and incomplete. The plan, 

briefly stated, is that all nations which are willing 

to enter a league should elect from their number a 

governing body to which all should be res.ponsib~e; 

that, in case of trouble,- the combined strength of 

143·. ~League !£·Enforce Peace; Atlantic 

Monthly, September 1915, p. 392. 
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their armies should he· placed at the disposal of the 

wro'ne;ed member of the l·eague; and finally, that these 

nations should submit all of their / difficulties to ar-

bi tration~ 
144 

·R •. L. Bridgman. believes that world peace 

can only come through world organization, which in 

·turn inust grow, out of the. essential unity. of man. He 

feels that pragr ess is being ,made. even now through 

laws a.nd treaties whereby mankind. is recognized. as a 

created whole. Through international ·organizations, 

·· .. especially t~ough a Universal Peace Congress, he 

wott19- \have the. vrorld. effect so.me such organization 

as the United States has. Then-, militarism could and 

would_ be .. destroyed by having a ·world executive, ju-

.1· 

diciary and legislattU'e which would obliterate nation-

al 1 ines. 
·145 

Henry s. Pritchett believes the chief value 

144. ~ World Organization Secures World 

Peace; Atlantic Monthly, vol. XCIV, p. 349. 

145. ~ Power ~ Makes ·f.2!. Peace; Atlantic 

Monthl~, vol. C, p. 31. 
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of these peace movements is their success in arousing 

the public conscience•. He discredits the idea that 

war can be made so dangerous that men will not engage 
,,~ 

in it' o:r; that peace may be brought in by for'ce, be-

cause both theories fail to take account of our racial 

history and of the fighting instinct in man. There 

are no short. cuts to peace~ In his opinion, as in the 

opinion of all of our sanest minds, peace must come 

through universal education, through loftier ideals and 

juster relations between men and between nations. 

J' 
l 

# 
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CHAPTER IV 

150 

Eduaation is of unfailing interest in the 

United State~. Only one other subject, democracy,·can 

claim as much attention. Usually the two are spoken 

of in 'the same breath for they are considered equal-

ly essential -in our nation. In discussing democracy 
146 

a.nd education Vida D. Scudder says that our working 

people are virtually shut out. from our intellectual 

life. They need to have an opportunity to develop 

their personality, for in a democracy each member 

-should realize the dignity of his own and his neigh-

. bor' s · position •. In order to promote the corrunon life 

tt is important to live the life in common, and this 

can only be done when all the people have ·the oppor-

· 146. Democracy,~ Education; Atlantic Month-

-~. vol. LXXXIX, p. 816 • .. 
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tunity to acquire a real education. 

The necessity of a thorough educa.tion is uni-

v.ersally recognized. The value of our _present system 
~ 

and the qualities of 'a more ideal one are subjects 

for earnest thou·ght and vigorous criticism. Our pres-

ent methods are regarded as extremely faulty. In the 

· light of 1 ate,. study our sat_i sf action in our schools 

has given place· to a belief in their inadequacy. The 

complaint.s are two-fold. On the one hand ft is said 

that our school system fails to take cognizance of 
( 

the personality of the pupil, that the brilliant stu-

·den°!' is held back, the backward student pushed along1 
•I 

so that neither ·receives the training he needs .• The 

curriculum also is assailed. It is too dogmatic, too 
147 

remote from ·the needs of the day. Judge Ben Lindsay 

even goes so far as to attri'bute the reign of special 

privilege in part at least to our uninteresting schools 

which fail to educate in citizenship. On the other 

hand, the cry is raised that they attempt ·too much 

147. Wh;-z, Children !ill; ~ Housekeeping. 
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and accomplish too little; that in our efforts to . 

ma:ke school life attractive we have made' '-it too easy; 

that we have enco~Uraged a superficia1 view of· life; 

that we have given on+y a smattering of knowledge. 

This criticism of the curriculum is the subject of a 

half-humorous., half-satirical essay by Winifred Kirk-
145:.{ 

ian4,,, in wh,ich she complains that pupi11s in public 

scfhbol t? 'today do not know their ,arithmetic, geography, 

and history as well as they did in th~ past. Dean 
~149 

L.B.R. ·Briggs also doubts the efficacy of our pres-

ent sys'tem. Th7 elective system· has its good features, 

' he ~dmits, but he fears that through i.ts use there is 
danger of underm~ning intellectu~l vigor. A quotation 

from. Professor Gra;ndgent: 11 The curse of modern educa-

tion is multiplicity of subjects _and painless methods," 

suins~:- up his objection to our present school system and 

is representative of much criticism ma.de against it. 

148. ~ Educational·Fantasy. 

149. Old-Fashioned Doubts About N~w-Fashioned 

Education; Atlantic .Monthly, vol. LXXXVI. 
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There are numerous other aspects of our edu-

cational system.which are condemned. The inadequate 

salaries) the unjust demands and the extra work which 
~" 

exhaust ··,the teacher's v.i tali ty are all deplored. Mar-
.. , 150 " 

tha Baker Bunn . in a. humorous essay; The Medi ta ti on 

of~ Ex-School .Committee Woman, makes a plea for 

more c'onsideration for. the teacher who is so harrass-

ed,.by the mul'tiplici ty of regular and extra duties 
' n 

that her healt·h and well-being suffer. _It is:more and 

more fully realized. that the pupils, and therefore so-

ciety; suffer from being under over-wrought teachers •. 

As a result a movement has been started to ,improve the 

teachers• condition, both for their own sakes, and for 

the purpose -of attracting more proficient, capable in-

structor a·. The idea of a pension sYstem has come in·· 
•' ' 151 

response to this need. Henry s .. Pritchett urges the 

150. ·~ Meditations .2.f. ~ 'E5C-School Cammi ttee· 

Woman; Atlantic Monthly, vol. LXXXVI, p.12 
151. ·~Pension System f.2!.. Public S_chool-s In..: 

dependent,~ vol; LXX:IV, :p. 617. 
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adoption of such a system upon two grounds, namely, 

th~t a larger social just_ice demands .it and that ef-

_ ficiEmt· public,"schools require it. The formation of 

a system would, he stErtes, involve many details which 

would have to be worked out by experts but he believes 

that half of the pension should be paid by· the reci-

pient and half by the state. 

The:questio~ of sex instrriction is another 

phase of education which has recently come before the 

public. r.he question is still unsettled but· the major-

i~y of the writers seem to favor its introduction,' 

'though they disagree as to the best method. H. D. 
152 

Sedgwick · feet s that there· has been a gap in our 

educational system, for the second of the two command-. 

ments,, 0 Thou Shalt Live, .. and "Thou Shalt Multiply" 

.has. been shamefully ignored, alth&ugh it. could be 

made a great educational factor. He would have the 

instruction given in the home; but others, feeling 

that the parents have neglected to p~rform this 

·, 152. A Gap !E. Education. 
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duty, urge that the schools assum·e the responsibili-

ty of this additional teachmng. 

What the ideal school should be and the rela-
( 

tive merit of different types of education have long 

attracted the attention of many writer·s. Charles w. 
1'53 

Eliot says that there is no universal type of 'the 

school' in th,e United States. Then he outlines broad-

ly the thin,g·s which the school should accomplish for 

society· and the child. It should harmonize the util-

itarian and humanistic ideals, discipline children 

in ser~ice, broaden the social life of the child and 

react favorably on. the home. For the child it should 

·develop the habit of strenuous undivided attention, 

the habit of observation and reading, train the rea-

~on and strengthen the sentiments of family love, re-

spect for the law, love of freedom and.reverence for 

truth. This, in the opinion of Dr~ Eliot, should be 
' . 

the goal of the schools• endeavor. But not every one 

153. ~ School; Atlantic Monthly, vol. XCII, 

p. 5??. 
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would charge the school with these manifold duties. 
154 . v 

H. Addington Bruce thinks that some· failures have 

been la.id a.t-. the door of the school which should ,have 
/ 

been charged to the home life. The school does not 

·have the child during his first seven years, his most 

impressionable period, and our real need is for a more 

careful.: home training. If we expect to hold the school 

responsible for character as well as intellectual de-

velopme??-t, it. would be well for formal education to 

begin earlier. 

The determination to make an elementary educa-
) . 

tion universal in the United States has be~n accom-

panied in late years by a conviction that it is ne-

cessary _to offer many different types of training in 
155 

or:der to reach- all the people. J .• Lavr.r~nce Laughlin · 

would have higher commercial education provided for 

the benefit of those who go into business, but he 

would have it made cultural. He feels that in a de-

154. ~Theories in Education; Outlook, vol. CVI, 

P• 144. 7 

155. Higher Commercial Education; Atlantic 

Monthly, vol. LXXXIX, p. 6?7. 
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mocracy everyone should have the· opportu?'!-i ty to de-

velop, but that we have f,ailed to apply this princi-

.ple to our _schools, which hitherto have trained :only 

for the .old professi'ons and for teaching. His posi-

tion is quite characteristic of that usually assumed. 

The.-demand for industrial education is no less in-
156 

'sistent~ Paul 'H. Hanus presents the arguments most 

frequently ad:yanced by its advocates: The United 

States n_eeds indus~rial schools, which could. not fail 

to be a benefit to. society t. for the manufacture~. need·s 

skill.ed labor and the workman an opportunity to de-
) v 

velop "industrial Intelligence," skill, and a sense 

of responsibility. Our industrial success hitherto 

pas been due to our re~ources, but we are approaching 

the time when ·we must use them more intelligently to 
' ' 

keep up our reco~d. Our great need is a school of me-

chanical industry, separate from the. general high 

school and modelled slightly after the German pattern 

with provision for ;p~cialization and .continuation 

!56. Industrial Education; Atlantic Monthly, 

vol • Cl, p. 60. 
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work. In the Middle West the· ag~ ta ti on fo;r- efficient 

agricultural colleges has been strong. It is general-

ly recognized that they are of special value in train-

ing the rural. population along scientific and social 

'lines with· results vastly beneficial to society as a 
. 157 

whole.·.This is the point which Whitman.H. 'Jordan 
1 

emphasfzed in his discussion. of the agriculture col-

lege. 

·Some vlr·i ter·s view with al arm this tendency 

toward. specialized, definite i.ndustr ial training. 
158 

This position is very well. stated by Irving Babbit. 

He f~ar a that in our zeal 'for scientific education we 
. ) 

are :forgetting .~he importance of the cultural, that 

we are d~ifting too far from the Greek and Latin in 

s:piri t, and -that we are making literature a pastime 

instead of a real vocation. Above all he is afraid 

that we, are losing the spirit of the college, the 
' splri t r,of ·general culture by the iritroduction of in-

l5?. ~,Agriculture College. 

158. 1.h.~,r.Humanities; Atlantic Monthl{', vol. 

LXXXIX, p. ?70. 
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·dustr ial subjects· which in a way represent the "at-· 
I/ ·'· 'f.t. · 159 

tacks· of the world. President ~. Charles .Thwing · 
. " . ' ( 

virtually agrees with Mr. Babbit, though he discusses 
' 

the··. problem from a purely c.ollegiate viewpoint. The 
\ 

college, he Efays, .can and should raise the standards 
' ,.r" 

o~ intellectual work among the students; .a much needed 

improveme~t in his opinion, for he believes that there 

is an intellectual decline due to the fact that "our 
i$ . ,· \ . . 

genera.ti on materialistic· in its ordinary ·conceptions· "' ~ . ' 

~nd:ideals. In its deepest convictions the generation 

is nobly ideal i ~tic./ ••• (but) 'this ma tce;r- ial i sti c mood 

manifests" i t,self in the number of college men who en• 

ter bus,iness. "."This belief seems to have been rnuch 

.more 9ommon former~y than now for today· many view the 

increasing number. of college trained ,b~sine.ss men as 

aane~t of the most satisfactory.evidences of a higher 

educational levei" in our country. 
' / 

159. ~ ~ .9l:,n Higher Education·!2..2_ !2E. 
America; Independent, vol. LXXIII, 

P• 268. 
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Eugene Davenport has grasped the most ad-

vanced thought of the day when he declares that our 

education must be both vocational and liberal, that 

our high schools must give more attention to those 

who do not ___ comple_te the cours~s or go on to college. 

He says again that 'our 'ideal is to teach all men all 

things- in one place. Our ideas of professional and 

industrial ranks must be entirely changed. Education 

must' be made universal so that no individual may have 
161 

an unfair ascendency over others. Martha- Baker D.unn 

makes the same point that every'- one should be educat-
(r , 

ed to the full degree of his individual 'ability. Nor 

is any education complete, she insists, if it fails 

to offer a fundamental philosophy of life.1 The belief 

seems to be prevalent that the American schools have 

not met this need and that the American people are 

therefore lacking in poise. It may well be that David 
1,62 

Starr Jordan had this particular defect in mind 

161. Education; Atlantic Monthly, vol. XCVI, 

P• 345, 

162. ~ Voice .Q.f ~ Scholar; Atlantic Month-

1.l,, vol. XCII, p. 32. 
160. Education f..9.E. Efficiencl, in Essays 1!! .Q.£!..-

lege Englis~. 
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when he· wrote·, "The greatest need of popular govern-

ment is the University. ri'he greatest n'eed of education 

is democraqy."·The people in this democracy are defi-

cient· in exact knowledge, and in thorough training. 

The scholar,· the educated man, must meet this need 

and the popular government must. in turn, keep the 

scholar in close touch with life, for our nation can 

only achieve greatness by combining the greatest de-

gree -of freedom and.self-governm~nt·with an intelli-
is 

gent pop:ilace. Education, universal_ and thorough, pe-

culiarly e_ssential to. our well-being. 
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.CHAPTER V 

DEMOCRACY 

The American ·essay is permeated with the doc-

tri'n-e of democracy. The writers dealing primarily 

with industrial life use it as the touchstone for 
/ 0 

discoverJirig or establishing· the value of their var i-
r' 

ous pr opos:i ti ons. Those deal :lng with social condi ti ans 

test their reforms and analyses by it. Those discuss-

ing pqli ti cal· and governmental measures make it their 
) ( 

goal. of achiev~ment. But the discussion i's not always 

confined to ~uch incidental mention or correlated 

with some other definite subject, for democracy in 
I' 

and·for itself is a favorite theme with all Americans. 

"What constitutes ·democracy?", is a question 

which_many of our essayists haire attempted to answer. 
. 16:;; ·~ 

George Edward Woodberry says that, .democracy is 

163. Democracy in Heart £.! ~· 
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found only where there· is equality, a, recogniti_on 

of the equal worth of human .souls, most. keenly real-

ized through individual relations; liberty, the op-

portunity to realize one's best self, most easily. se-

cured through suffrage; and finally, fraternity, that 

sympathy expressing itself in efforts to help others, 

best developed. through education. Nicholas Murray 
164 w . 

Butler gives little different-view of the subject. 
I\ 

Tr-ue democracy, he believes, demands) equality of op-

portunit~ and then recognition according to merit. 

The relation between democracy and socialism 

is occasi·ortally touched upon. In the essay just referr-

ed to President Butler contrasts the purpose of the· 

two. tiemocracy strives to give each individual an e-

qual chance. Socialism fails in trying to substitute 

ex:ploitati_on of 'one by all' for the exploitation of 
165 

'al~ ·6y·''one'. John Bates Clark also points out cer-

) 

164. ~ ~ False Demo,qracl.• , 

165. Education ~ lli Socialistfc· ~vement; 

~antic Month:t.l, vol. CII, p. 433 •. 
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tain weaknesses in socialism which democracy avoids. 

The fraternity which socialism demands. is not equal 

to that which democracy desires· for it is based on 

'leveling dovm' rather than on 'raising up' humanity. 

It would tend to discourage invention, destroy compe-
'"1 

titian and initiative. Under a socialistic program 

it would :te dif.±'icult to enlarge capital and too 

great. an impetu,s would be given. ,to a:q increase in pop ... 

Julation., DemocrflCY, however, he believes, can meet . 

these needs, bring equality of' opportunity, encourage 

initi~tive and, in short, work out the manifold pro~ 

ble.~s wh~ch society faces today • 

. A belief in democracy is ~ltimately based up-
.) 

.( 

on confidence in hR~an nature. Ev~n in the United 

States there has been ~ tendency to distrust the peo-
. 166 

ple .themselves. Thomas Wentworth Higginson, who 

had an unfailing confidence iri the people, considered 
<:' 

166. ~Cowardice .2.f. Culture; Atlantic 

Monthl;{, vol. XCVI, p. 481~ 
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culture' cowardly. in distrusting ;the advance of the. 

masses. · 'l'he many, ·he bel i ev~ s.Jmay k.now more .thal!l the 

few and h'e is sure th~t common se'nse is common •. He· 
\ . recognize'$ the (many we·aknesses of the ave~ .. age man but 

\_~ 

neverthe~es~ he thinks that the le~ders must come up 
167 

' "'"\ from among t;pe common people. Henry Van Dyke· ·would 

~ave th~ leaders, the ruling class, selected on in-

herent ability and on character, but he would have. 
I 

such ·a democracy. safeguarded by univer.sal ~ducation •. 
/ \., J • 

H. D. S.edgwiek in discussing~~ Spirit. iu ~r-
168-

ature .traces the process whereby the -mob.will 'pass 
' <.: 

away. As "greater ·reliance is placed upon experience 

of the f_ew, as an increased willingness· to accept au-. ' 
. I . \ 

thority develops, _the mob will be lifted.up into an 
' ' 169 

·~dti.cat_ed~ intelligent citizenship. Gerald Stanley Lee 

167 •. Rulin& Classes .!!!- ~ Democracz .~.n Essay~ 

in Appl icatiq_!b p. 36. 

168. Atlantic Monthl:t:, vol. XCVI, P• 9." 

169. The :Dominance .2.£ ~ Cr OV!~i A tl 8:11lli . 
-Monthly, vol. LXXX:VI. 

• 
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has more confidence in the masses. This is the age 

of the crowd, he. asserts, the age of a crowd civil-

ization·, and all of o~ur proble,ms must be worked· out 

on this basis. Fr om this time hence for th he is sure 

that the r0ommon. pe~ple 1 with their vir.tues and vices,· 
( ,-I'-'\_\ 

will be the determining factor in our civilization. 

The crowd is here to stay, but it can and will devel-
) 

op• Tt can be made beautiful, but only by the master-
1 • • 

man, the,l~aders, who are in sy~pathy with it and who 

have tne ability to unite it with the ideal crowd 

world. 

The· belief in democracy has not prevented· a 

wholesom~ criticism of its workings in the United 

States. Indeed, it seems to have led to a widespread 

dissatisfaction with the shortcoming of otU' actual 
170 

~emocracy. William H. Allen voices the corrimon com-

plaints when he says that America's three greatest 
~ ~ 

legacies, religion, education, and democracy, are her 

170. b:. National ~ f..9!. Efficient Q.e .. r11qc,r~Sl,; 

Atlantic l~Q.nthll_,. vol. CII, p. 454. 
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three greatest disappointments. Chm~ch, school, and 

government are without a social program that embraces 

the aims arid technique of these three legacies, and 

he therefore concludes that the real source of. our 

trouble i(s a disappointing democracy •. He advocates 
,P,1' ' 

municipal research, purposive education,. as the best 

method of _improving conditions; and for democracy, 

auto-interpretation,· and auto-study, 1and auto- sug-
1 ?l . 

g~stion •. Woodrow Wilson also feels that democracy 
I' 

has been· more successful in the development of ideals 
' . 

than in the organization of p1:.actical methods of ad-
- ~ . 

ministration. Our ·form has been and is inefficient, 

he frankly admits, and like all the writers, he re-. I , 

- . 
lies upon education for u1 tiinate improvement .• · 

That o\ir democracy .is more of a name and an 

ideal than an established fact is being reluctantly 

acknowledged as we are confronted with the vanishing 

opportunity of the average man and the development of 

class distinctions.·Many explanations have been offer-

l ?1. Demo era~ !lnd Effi.£iency,; Atlanl.!£ IV!2.nthll, 

vol~ LXXXVII, p. 289. · 
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ed but none of gr eater value than that given by Vida . ·D:· Scudder• In· a series of essays she d-tscusses the 

relation betw.een real democracy an:d our own brand. 

Our trouble is, in her opinion, that we have no spir-
172 

itual dem~c~acy. We _praise it loudly and shut our 

eyes to our failures. The privileged exalt justice; 

.the poor, not having it, exalt generosity. Tpus each 
I 

fails to untj.er·stand the other. If ·we are to have a 

permanent', val uabi e demo er acy we must bridge 'this 
I 

'gap, we must develop the common life. The only last-

in.g type is a spiritual democracy and it d~pends ul-

timately upon the attitude of the average man in pri-

vate life. She also discusses !fDein:ocrac;L ~ ~ 
173 ... 

Church, showing that. in the past the church has been 

associated with authority and aristocracy rather than 

with the so'ula of the people. Christianity and democ-

172. A Hidden Weakness in DemocracY.,; Atlantic 

Monthl.Y:, vol.· LXX..XIX,, p. 638. 

1?3. Atlantic· Monthll, vol. XC, p. 521. 
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-racy are, she says,- closely united and will work out 

/nany P1:'0blems in the course ·of time. Meanwhile, the 

gap between manual workers and "intellectuals" can 

be bridged. only by sound genuine social relations on 
174 

the part of individuals. We must overcome the mere 
/ 

. physical· distance that: separates rich ~nd poor. We 

must overcome the tension of American life. We must 

make the opportunity to live the corru,non life. The 

real need ·of tod~y, she is convinced, is 11r eadiness 

for soci~i sacrifice in the name of demo er acy. n 
0 1?5 

Frederick J. Turner likewise believes that democra~ 

cy is endangered by changing conditions in our nation-

al life, particularly by the disappearance of free 
' ) . 

land and_r of the, primitive state of society in the west. 

Our! cherished hope of a true democracy can only be 

i't?~l_;zecl:;,by using our industrial achievement for the 

common ·good •. 

174. Democraci. ~ Societx; Atlantic: Monthl;z, ' 

vol. XC, p. 348. 

1?5. Contributions of"" the West -to American ........ ---- ............_.. ......... 
Democragz;' Atlant!..£ Monthlz, vol. XCI, 

p. 83. 

# 
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CONCLUSION 
/ r ·'. 

Recent American essays cover a_ wide range of 

subject matter~ Even in the limited field of the s9c-

ial essay with reference to American 1 life one finds a 

gr eat di v~r si ty. of material, such a gr eat diversity 

·that it 'is difficult to find any unity in them. Im-

migration,_ the conservation of n?tural resources, 

the dangers of city life, the problems of the rural 

community, the place of corporations, the need of in-
) 

I 

dusti:ial refor~, all these have come up i'n their own 

names ,·and· in yarious guises. They seem to be. independ-

ent. Yet,, immigration has furnished the labor which 

has madt~ possible the rapid explottat_ion Of our natur-
·~ . 

al r~sources. The dangers of the city have been in-

creased by the development of fa:ctories and the con-

sequent crowding .of· the temements. Par.t qf the rural 

problem has been to over-come ~the lure of the city. 
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And the need of industrial reform has come with the 
( 

rnew industrial conditions over the· land •. It is evi-

dent, _then. that these problems are really insepar-

able, that they are only different threads in our 

industrial f~bric. One point may be noted here, name-
/ 

' . ··~ 

ly ·that the discussions are rarely abstract. Usually 

they deal with definite as:pe_cts of specific prot:>lems-

not "Woman Suffrage,~ for instance, 1 but Woman Suffrag! 

·ill~ Tenements; not "Immigration," but Immigratiq_n 

~ 2( South. In a word, the abstract themes are con-

sidered. i.n concrete relation to American life. 

' American life has rna.ny varied aspects and at 

fir st thought it may· seem that the essays would natur-
. ) . 

ally be as di~ersified as the subject-matter. However, 
" this i~ not the case. Certain underlying conceptions 

have exerted a unifying influence upon them, so that 

one is aq_le to perceive that. they are the result of 

ideas and convictions held in comi·non by the Pu11erican. 

people. These beliefs are frequently not .stated in 

explicit terms, but the acceptance of them is taken 

fo,~ granted and made the basis of the discussion 
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whether it be the danger of riche's, the menace of un-

employment or the rights of the negro. 

Before all else is the conviction that effort, 

properly expended, is fruitful'' that errors' can 'be ree-

tified and mistakes avoided. This is the foundation 

of American optimism."'This is the explanation of the 

serenity with which American writers criticise the ex-
J 

·isting social order and present plans for reform~ The 

second gr~at conception is the belief in the brother-

hood of man. Theoreticall~, the Americans declare that 

all men are created equal, and '-the agitation for so-

cial justice for the workingman, the dernand for just 

treatment f'or the negro, ·and the insistence on the 

protection of the immigrant show that they are flt-

. tempting to put their theory into practice. This be-

lief in the 8-piritual equality of man is fundamental 

and out of~it grow the two great di~tinguishing ideais 

of the United States, universal education and democ-

racy. If everyone has the r~ght to develop his per-. 

sonality to the utmost and if the dignity of one 
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man's life may be as g:r-eat as that of any other man's 

it is· obviousiy' necessary that all have .the same op-

portunity for expression and development. It is equal-

.ly obvious that universal education and democracy are 

the best method~ of attaining these ends. Finally, hav-

ing placed life upon tllis basis and having measured 

our results b;yJ. their success in realizing these idea.ls, 

the American people have placed righteousness above 

all else. It is ~rue that they have failed in given 

instanced, that they have basely taken advantage of 

the weakness of.others, but for· the most part they . ' . 

have stood· staunchly by their principles and made sac-

rifices for them. The demand for education and true 
) 

democr~cy is not.the result of a desire for the ecp-

nomic neward b.ut is the result of our passion for 

righteousness. This ·is the ultimate goal of our in-

dividua1 and national.ambition. 
<:;-' • 

'Since idealism has been such a factor in our 

life it is entirely natural tha~ the essays of this 

period (1900-1915) should reflect its presence. Even 

.r 
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vrhen no direct allusion is made to these ideals their.:· 
presence . 

i.s, felt, and is more forceful because it is thus as-. 

sumed. The accomplishments of the past are yiewed . 

from the standpoint of the ideal; the efforts of the. 

present are judged by the same .standard; and the plans 
/ 

for the future are con,~\dered in the same light .• The 

difference between the actual and the ideal is t~e 

cause of much of the criticism which finds expression 

in the essays. This is the 'method by which Ute Arner-
(,,· . . ican peo,ple are avoiding- stagnation or retr.ogression. 

Keeping "their ideals ever before them, they pr~ss on-
' 

ward toy1ard that state which they can only approxi+: 

mate, in which every individual will be rated 'at his 
' - ) 

t t , . h . h . t. • d ; , t . }\ ~~' rue w~r n, in w~ic. JUS ice an rign eous shall eve~y- · 
" where· prevail"."--a perfect society. 

# 
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